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Honourable W. R. Bennett,
Premier,
Parliament BuildingF,
Victoria, B.C.

Dear Mr. Premier:

As Chairman of the Western Premiers' Task Force on Constitutional Trends,
herewith for consideration by the Western
Premiers at their fqlthsqming meeting at Yorhon, S¿skatchewan, the Second Report
of the Task Force.

I take pleasure in transmittiúg

You will see that in the year that has elapsed since the release of the
First Report by Western Premierr progress has been noted in certain areas while problems
continue to exist in others and new intrusions have also been identified. A detailed
account of these matters is contained in this Second Report.
Although it is felt that the First Report and the follow-up proçess it generated
have contributed to a heightened a\üareness and sensitivity to the concerns
expressed, there is much more to be done to prevent and to resolve the kind of intrusions
identified by the work of the Task Force to date.

I would

recommend that the Task Force be instructed to continue its work.
Sincereþ yor¡rs,
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I Introduction

Baekground

The western Premiers at their Annual Conference held
in Medicine Hat on April28, 1976, expressed their
concern over the increasing tendency of the
Government of Canada to legislate in subject areas
which historically and constitutionally had been
considered to be within the provincial sphere. Accordingly,
the western Premiers established an intergovernmental
Task Force of Ministers, chaired by British Columbia,
to prepare a detailed inventory of these apparent
intiusi,ons and to make recommendations to the next
Western Premiers' Conference.

2.

The Task Force

The present members of the Task Force are the
Honourable K. Rafe Mair, Minister of Consumer and
Corporate Affairs, British Columbia, Chairman;
the Honourable Lou Hyndman, Alberta Minister of
Federal and Intergovernmental Affairs; the
Honourable Roy Romanow, Saskatchewan AttorneyGeneral; and the Honourable Edward R. McGill,
Manitoba Minister of Consumer, Corporate and

Internal Services.

3. Methodology
A meeting of all representatives was held in Victoria
inMay 1.976. At that meeting, it was agreed that
Task Force officials would develop and administer
a common questionnaire to be given to the appropriate
ministries in each of the four provinces. Provincial
interests to be canvassed fell into eight broad
categories:

1. Consumer and Corporate Afiairs.

2. Resources.
3. Housing and Urban Development.
4. Economic Development.
5. Communications.
6. Immigration, Manpower, and Labour.
7. Administration of Justice.

8. Interventions by the Government of Canada before
the Supreme Court of Canada.

It is to be noted that concerns pertaining to Finance,
Human Resources, Education, and Health were
not considered bY the Task Force.
The results of the questionnaire were analysed and Task
Force officials worked through the fall of.1976 and
the winter of.1977 preparing position þapers on
each subject area. By April 1977,Task Force officials
felt that the position papêrs, while not having the
unanimous support of all four provinces on every point
raised, had been refined to the extent that they fairþ
represented a "Western Task Force Position-"

4. Firet Report of the Weetern Premieret Taek
Force on Constítutional TrendørMay 1977

At their meeting held at Brandon, Manifota, on May 5 and
6,1977, the wèsþrn Premiers receiveûthe Report and
issued a communiqué which read in part:

The Premiers have today received and considered
the Report whìch reflects a high degree of consensus
among all four governments.

The Premiers expressed the hope that the Task
Force Report would contribute toward a lessening
o¡ ¡"¿"¡¿l-provincial tensions in areas where, in
the provinões'view, recent actions by the federal
government had created, or \Á¡ere likely to create
undersirable friction.
In releasing the report, the Premiers were of the view
that it would contribute to a more informed uaderstanding of some very important aspects of
federal-provincial responsibilities. Each of the

areas cinvassed involved sensitive and rather complex
questions of public policy. Ttere is a ¡eed for the

provincial and federal governments to be aware
of and sensitive to each other's priorities.
The Premiers noted that too often in these ateas
federal initiatives have either been unilateral or
unappreciative of legitimate provincial jurisdiction and
inþrêsts.
The Report is being sent to the Prime Minister
and the other provincial Premiers, oa the basis that
a constructive federal-provincial dialogue on these
matters can take Place.

Premier William R. Bennett of British Columbia in his
letter to the Prime Minister of May 5, 1977,
forwarding the Fírst Report ol the Westem Premíerf
Task Force on Constítutíonal Trends, stated that:

It was agreed that the Report should be forwarded
to you, in the hope that it might make a positive

contribution toward a reduction of some current
federal-provincial tensions.
We would hope that the Report will receive your
careful consideration. The Task Force will
continue as an ongoing mechanism, to facilitate
follow-up discussions with federal officials.

In his letter of reply to Premier Bennett of May 30,
1977, the Prime Minister expressed the hope that
the Report would make a positive contribution toward
better federal-provincial relations and indicated that
he had instructed officials in the Federal-Provincial
Relations Oftice to prepare an analysis and evaluation of
the issues raised by the Task Force Report.

On July 21, 1977, federal and provincial officials met
in Vancouver to map out a course of action that
would address the issues outlined in the Report. It was
agreed tlat federal officials would make available to
the western provinces their analysis of the Report
and that provincial officials would then have an
opportunity to analyse the federal responses in preparation for a further meeting of federal and provincial
officials at which each subject would be discussed
individually. ft was also agreed that discussion of a
mechanism that might be developed to lessen the
possibility of intrusions in the future would be
undertaken at that subsequent meeting.

L3-15,1978, there was agreement that national economic
policies must be developed through a process of
õo-operation and co-ordination of effort involving
both levels of government.)

A meeting of federal and provincial representatives next
took place on February 28 and March 7,1978, at
which each of the issues raised in the Task Force
Report was discussed and categorized under an appropriate
treãding indicating the agreed-upon status of the matter
to date. Provincial officials mentioned a number of
new problem areas which had come to light since the
First Task Force Report was prepared and these
were noted by federal representatives (see Part III). The
meeting concluded with.a b¡ief discussion of meaningful
mechanisms designed to head off firture constitutional
intrusions, duplication, and federal'provincial friction.

5. The Second Report of

the Western Premierst

Task Force
On March 2;A theTask Force ministers met to review
the findings of provincial officials in preparation for
presentation of this the Second Report ol the Western
Premiers' Tqsk Force on Constìttttíonsl Trends
to the western Premiers at their Aprif 1l-14th Conference.

At their meeting held in Yorkton, Saskatchewan, on
April 13-14, 1978, the western Premiers received the

Federal responses were forwarded to the provinces over
the course of five months from August to December
of 1977 and a meeting of western provincial officials was
held in Vancouver on Decembet 13,7977, to discuss
the provinces' analysis of the federal responses.

Second Report and agreed that it be forwarded to
the Prime Minister of Canada, noting that there was much
more to be done to prevent and to resolve these kinds
of concerns and calling for greater efforts in this
regard. A copy of ttre communiqué of that meeting and

(It

Premier Bennett's letter of transmittal to the Prime
Minister of Canada is contained in Part V of
this Report.

should be noted that at the Federal-Provincial First
Ministers Conference on the Economy, February

Part

II

Progress Report

This part is a report on tfie degree of progress made
to date on each of the 6l items of concern to the western
provinces identified in the First Report. The left-hand
column contains summaries of tåe comments and
recommendations of the Tæk Force essentially as they
appearçd at the beginning of the First Report.
The rigÊrhand column contains a brief update on
developments since the First Report ¿¡6 ¿ ss¡sluding
comment indicating the agreed-upon status of each issue
as discussed and categorized by federal and provincial
officials at their meeting on February 28 and

March 1,1978.

TASK FORCE CONCERN AS EXPRESSED IN
FIRST REPORT (SUMMARY)

I

CURRENÎ STATUS

Coneumer and Corporate Afraire

The Task Force expressed concern that proposed federal
instrusions in the area of consumer and corporate
affairs appeared to be a significant attempt to regulate
most features of the credit-payment-frnancial institution
system. They agreed that these national policies were
often insensitive to provincial jurisdiction and priorities.
The Task Fo¡ce felt that, although there was some
merit to these federal proposals, several concerns remained
and they asked that a reassessment of federal-provincial
relations in this area be made before these federal
proposals are proceeded with.

1.

Although there has been some efiort made by the Federal
Government to address provincial concerns, the
provinces are concerned that this area still has the
greatest potential for subtle federal intrusions into areas
within the provincial sphere.

The Bonowef s and Deposítor's Protection Act
(Faìr Credit and Lending Act)

The Task Force expressed concern that this legislation
could lead to a considerable dislocation of provincial
mortgage legislatign, trade practices, and consumer
credit legislation. A national regulatory presence for
all financial institutions (including retail credit
grantors), provincial credit unions, and provincial
lreasury branches would also be established. As such,
conflicting federal and provincial legislation will
exist and there is a strong possibility that constitutional
litigation will occur. The Task Force suggested
that the whole question be reassessed in ligbt of these
realities, and that provincial representations requesting
that no action be taken without further federalprovincial consultation should be submitted,

The Federal Government has now clecíded that those
parts of the proposed Act which are in conflict and which
õverlap into the provincial area will not be proclaimed
without the province specifically requesting it.
The western provinces agreed that this matter had not
yet been fully resolved and that contlnued close
consultation with the provinces was necessary.

2. CompetítíonPolicy
This Bill will establish a National Markets Board to
deal with numerous aspects of corporate market
conduct. Provincial and local priorities could easily
be disregarded in this comprehensive federal
rei'ulatory system. The Task Force expressed concern
about the constitutionality of this policy. They
suggested that the possibility of challenging this
legislation's constitutionality should be explored by
the provinces. Provincial and regional development
should also be recognized as a factor in arriving at
national policy decisions.

Since the Task Force Report was prepared, some response
to provincial concerns has been made. Provincial
Atiorneys-General will have a right to appear before the
Competition Board and provincial marketing boards
have been clearþ excluded from the legislation. Ottawa,
however, continues to be insensitive to the fact that this
national policy can be strongly biased against the

economic concerns of particular regions and is

constitutionally unacceptable to the provinces.
The Task Force agreed that this matter warranted further
action in the form of improved consultation and that
the issue of the constitutionality of the Competitíon Act
ought to be addressed at the ministerial level.

3. Bank Act 1977
The Task Force noted that the federal Bank Act,
which requires membership in the Canadian
Payments Association, would in fact govern the
activities of all financial institutions in Canada,
10

A number of points made by the provinces have had some
impact on the Canadian Payments Association Prgposal
which may now be less of a problem to provincially
chartered financial institutions; however, the provinces
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regardless of jurisdictional origin. As such, the
Bank Act carries complicated implications for the
provinces. A wide range of objections to this Act
were presented in the interprovincial brief of
December 1976. The Task Force suggested follow-up
to determine the adequacy of the federal response
to provincial concerns.
,

continue to be very concerned about the future of credit

unions. The proposal to allow banks to go into the

leasing field aãds further uncertainty to the problem of
whet{Bank.,4ct jurisdiction ends and provincial laws of
general applicatión begin. There is also a desire to see the
Federal Gõvernment allow provincially chartered financial
intermediaries use of the bank credit card appamtus.
was agreed that the Federal Government should act on
its previãus commitments respecting the Bønk Act and
that improved consultation is necessary.

It

Electronìc Payments Systems
These proposals would establish a centrahze'd
electronic clearing mechanism for deposit-taking
institutions. This system is of immediate concern to
the provinces considering the impact it could'
have on communications dystems, debtor-creditor
relations, consumel credit, human rights and privacy,
contracts, and jurisdiction over provincial financial
institutions. In light of provincial interest in

It appears that the impass in federal-prpvincial discussions
of elèctronic payment systems has still not been
resolved. Ottawa still insists that the provinces have
no role outside of "Consumer and Legislative fssues." The
provinces wish to be involved in the "hardware and
ioftware" issues and would like to be more directly
involved in studies such as the one being conducted by
the Department of Justice.

continuing recent federal-provincial consultation on
this matter, the Task Force recommended that
better liaison between the two levels of govemment

It was agreed that further and improved consultation
is necessary here,

be sougbt.
Trade Practíces
Concern was expressed that the Federal Government
intends to develop its own Trade Practíces Act,
notwithstanding the presence of existing and proposed
provincial legislation. As such, federal actions in
this regard would create conflicting legislation
and cause confusion for businesses and consumers.
The Provinces of British Colunbia, Alberta, and
Saskatchewan asked the Federal Government to refrain
from legislating in this area.

The provinces have continued to make it clear that there
is no obvious need fo¡ new federal legislation and
believe that the Federal Government have accepted
that view.

This subject requires continued monitoring as the
proposals may be revived.

Bankruptcy Act
These proposals would create a broader base for
federal involvement in debtor assistance prograÍrs
which might erode or eliminate existing provincial

programs. The Task Force suggested that firm
assurances should be obtained from the Federal
Government that provincial exemptions legislation will
be recognized in respect of the Act's treatment of
consumer debtors. Provinces wishing to operate
or institute debtor gsu¡selling assistance programs
should be delegated the necessary powers and
should receive reasonable financial assistance for
such operations.

Federal-provinrcial discussions have led to agreement oû
most of the provisions of the new Bøtkruptcy Act;
however, tlere remains some concern as to the
relationship of the Act to provincial debtor
assistance programs.

It has been concluded that the actions taken

are sufrcient

at this time but that problems could reappear.

11
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7.

Proposed Mutual Funds Act and Securíties Act

Considering that provincial programs in these two
areas have been operating effectively for some time, the
proposed federal legislation would create duplicative
and conflicting regulations. A good case for this
separate or additional level of federal regulations under
either heading has not been made. The Task
Force felt that there should be a reassessment of the
proposed legislation in light of these concerns.

II

Provincial concerns remain the same and.publication of
"Proposals for Securities Market Law for Canada"
is still being awaited. Following that, provincial
concerns may be exacerbated or not, depending on how
the Federal Government proposes to move.

Resourcee

The Task Force agreed that some of the most contentious
issues in federal-provincial relations in recent years
have been centred around the natural resource sector.
Various federal initiatives, especially since 1973,
have resulted in increased tensions between the Federal
Government and the provinces, and in some cases
have severely restricted the freedom of provincial
governments to exercise their responsibilities over the
management of renewable and non-renewable
resources.

The western provinces reiterated their concerns that the
Federal Government was encroaching upon their
constitutional responsibilities for the ownership and
management of natural resources. They reaffirmed the
principle unanimously agreed to by the L0 provincial
Premiers in October 1976, which called for "A strengthening of jurisdiction of provincial governments of taxation
in the areas of primary production from lands, mines,
minerals and

forests."

\

The provinces also requested that the Constitution be
amended to allow the provinces to levy indirect taxes on
resources to "guarantee the provinces effective control
of their resources."

The western provinces recognÞed that basic disagreements on policy were a major cause of friction between
federal anã provincial governments. They proposed that
federal-provincial conflicts over provincial ownership
and control of resources be resolved in the context
of constitutional discussions.

l.

Renewøble Resources

Natiornl Forestry Policy--:¡¡s Task Force
acknowledged a need for national uniformity of
forestry statistics and standards and recognized the
im¡rortance of assessing the resource's financial
benefits. But, because of the vagueness of the
federal proposals and in view of possible jurisdictional
problems, they felt that the objectives of the program
should be more clearly outlined, perhaps via
CCREM (Canadian Council of Resource and
Environment Ministers), in order that legitimate
areas for federal involvement could be closely
defined.

l2

The western provinces acknowledged that, through
discussions within the context of CCREM (Canadian
Council of Resource and Environment Ministers), the
Federal Government has indicated its recognition of
provincial ownership and responsibility for most of
õanada's forest resources. The First Ministers discussed
forestry issues at their Con-ference on the Economy,
Februãry ß-1"5,1978. One of the principles they
agreed upon was to "continue federal-provincial
co-operation in forest management'"
The western provinces agreed that their concerns with this
issue had been overtaken by the events of the First
Ministers'Conference and that the previous difficulties
surrounding this issue seemed to have been resolved.

TASK FORCE CONCERN AS EXPRESSED IN
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2,

Nonrenewable Resources

(a)

Nondeduct¡bíW oÍ oil ønd gas royaltíes-'fte
Provinces of British Columbia, Alberta, and
Saskatchewan maintained that this provision was
a serious challenge to the fundamental rights
of the provinces to control and benefit from the
deveþment of the resources they own.
. Their reasoning stemmed from the effect the tax
'measure would have on a province's ability
to tax its resou¡ces; the effects these tax
measures would have on the petroleum industry,
i.e., discouraging oil exploration activity and
thus Canada's energy supplies; and the effects the
policy would have on a provincial government's
attempts to diversify economicalþ.

The western provinces continue to maintain that these
actions by the Federal Government represent a
se¡ious challenge to the fundamental rights of the
provinces to control and beneñt from the development of
lheir reòources. At tlrc ¡ecent Federal-Provincial
Mines Ministers' Conference, January 20, 1978, this
issue was discussed extensively and the provinces
were unanimous in their opposition to the federal policy
of nondeductibility of provincial resource royalties.
The Federal Government, howevel, continued to
oppose the principle of deductibility of royalties.
Despite these divergent opinions, an initial ag¡eement to
re-eiamine this contentious issue was reached by
the First Ministers at their lecent Conference on the
Economy, February 13-15, 1978, Iq their Statement of
Conclusions, the First Ministers dlrected their "Finance
and Resources Ministers to undertake an early review

of the taxation of the petroleum and mineral
industries."
The westem provinces look forward to participating in
this review and to achieving some meaningful results
with regard to taxation and fiscal reform of the
resouroe sector.

(b)

(c)

P etroleum Admìnístratíon Act--ï\e Provinces
of British Columbia, Alberta, and Saskatchewan
expressed reservations about Part 3 of the
Petroleurn Admìnístratíon Act as it amounts to an
assertion by the Federal Government to regulate
prices, the flow, the production, and the sale
of a provincial natural resource.

The western provinces considered that their original
concerns with regard to Part 3 of the Petroleum
Admínístration Act weÍe still valid even though that

Ten-cent excße tax on gasolíne-lhe Federal
Government's l0-cent excise tax on gasoline,
which was levied to help finance the oil
import compensation program, represents another
type of federal intrusion in that it restricts
the province's own ability to tax this non-

The western provinces reaffirmed their basic concern with
the l0-cent excise tax on gasoline and questioned
whether the need for this tax still existed. The
provinces suggested that the amount of this tax should
be decreased progressiveþ as the price of Canadian

section of the Act has not been proclaimed. They felt
that this legislation was unnecessary since a federalprovincial pricing agreement had been reached
before the legislation was introduced. The provinces
considered that differences in attitudes were an important
problem with regard to this issue.

oil approached international levels.

renewable resource.

(d)

Natíonat Ener¡y Board Act-Tlte Nationnl
Energy Board Act can be seen as challenging the
basic principles of provincial resource ownership
and management. This Act allows the Fede¡al
Government to exercise control of exports
(volume and price) of crude oil, natural gas,
and related hydrocarbon by-products. Changes
in the National Energy Board regulations have
been made without provincial input, even though

The western provinces continued to identify the National
Energy Board's control of the supply and distribution
of natural resources as a direct federal intrusion
challenging the basic principle of provincial resource
ownership and management. They maintained that the
NEB's suggestion that the provinces intervene during
NEB hearings does not rccognwe the provinces'
legitimate role in the resources a¡ea and reduces the
provinces to the level of an interest group. The provinces
13
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they have had a great impact on the provinces'
and industry's revenues. As such, the Provinces
.
'of
British Columbia, Alberta, and Saskatchewan
suggested that increased federal-provincial
consultation in these comþlex jurisdictional

suggested that modifications be made to the NEB

Act

toãisure that the provinces had greater input into
the NEB's decisionq.

matters would help to eliminate some of
the existing tensions relating to energy matters.

(e)

(f

)

Emergency Supply Allocation Acf-Western
Canada's surplus productive capacity would be
of paramount importance in meeting a
shortage of supply of crude oil in an emergency'
The Tãsk Force felt that there was a lack
of provincial representation and input on the
Technical Advisory Committee to be set up under
this Act. As the otwner of the resourcen the
provinces should be involved in supplying
information and in a co-ordinating role.

The western provinces maintained that, as owners of
energy resources, the provinces should have a
torniãt co-ordinating fole in the final decision regarding
allocation of these resources to users within a
province in the event that a national emergency is

Federal Government legal ínteruentlo! re
S ask at c hew an p ot a sh-T\e Federal Government
has taken an unusual step in directþ intervening
by legal action against the Province of

The western provinces remain concerned regarding
Federal Government intervention as a co-plaintiff in court
cases affecting provincial jurisdiction. They expressed
concern over the long-term consequences of the
November 1977 Supreme Court deqision which found
Saskatchewan mineial and royalty shrcharge legislation
ultra víres the Saskatchewan Government. The
provinces felt that this decision may weaken the provinces'
iesponsibilities in the areas of direct taxation' managetn"ät of natural resources, and over intra-provincial
traile and coÍlmerce.

Säskãtchewan in connection with oil and gas
royalties and the potash prorationing system'

The Task Force was concerned that this
represented another type of intrusion into

prõvincial jurisdiction. They agreed that it was
ã demonstration of a federal challenge to
provincial ownership management and development of natural resources.

(g') "Cønada First" polícy---The

stated "Canada

First" policy of the Federal Government
with reipect to export of nonrenewable resources

and the ultimate concept of export control on
specific resources (such as coal and uranium) was
another area of concern noted by the Task

declared.

The provinces requested firm assurances from the Federal
Government that it will respect provincial responsibility
for the management and control of natural resources'

Although the western provinces were in favour of the

principies involved in a'oCanada First" policy, they
maintained that provincial responsibilities and needs
should be adequately recognized with regard to the
export of nonrenewable resources.

Fo¡ce. Again, although recognizing the Federal

Government's ultimate control over these
matters, they felt that the various provincial
responsibilities and needs should be more
adequateþ recognized.

(h')

Resource Apprøisal Programs-The examples of
unilateral federal initiatives in this area

considered by the Task Force were the Plains
Coal Resource Evaluation Program and the

Uranium Reconnaissance Program. It was felt
that federal involvemelt in these areas clouded
the general question of resource ownership

t4

The western provinces reaffirmed their position that
federal involvement in resource appraisal programs can
cloud the question of resource ownership and management'
The provinces discussed the resource appraisal implicatiois associated with the proposed National Coal
Policy. They agreed it was necessary to ensure
consiitency of federal-provincial invenfory and reserves
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and jurisdiction. For example, the federal criteria
for appraising coal reserves could differ from

the provincial criteria that would be used
in issuing industrial development permits.

data. If these objectives rvere not accomplished through
direct comparison, then the provinces suggested they
should be achieved through mutuaþ agreed-upon
cor¡elation factors.
The western provinces recognized that federal-provincial
consultation was under way regarding this matter,
but they agreed that it could not yet be considered
resolved.

(i)

Research and D evelo p ment P rograms-The
Federal Government has undertaken continuing
initiatives in sponsoring research involving
provincially owned resources. This also has the
efiect of clouding the ownership and management issues related to development of provincial
resources. Past federal research programs
have seemed to cover only one aspect of a

problem without recognizing the broader development concerns. The Task Force stressed that
any federal research initiatives involving
provincial resources should take over-all
provincial objectives into account.

The western provinces are not opposed in principle to
pardCipation in nonrenewable energy research profederal -However,
to ensure fult provincial co-operation,
grams.
adequate federal-provincial
receiving
upon
t-hey insist
consultation and retaining provincial management
control of the project. They agreed that care must be taken
in establishing these programs to ensure that prwincial
research efiorts are not duplicated; that the provincial
departments' concerns are not ignored; and that
thô private sector does not become confused with regard
to the federal and provincial governments''respective
jurisdictions. This issue was discussed by lhe First
Ministers at their Conference, February 13-15, 1978.
They agreed "that intensive proglams of conservation,

subititution among energ:f sources and research and
development of new energy technologies be pursued."

British Columbia, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba concluded
that recent actions taken were sufficient for now;
however, provincial concems could be revived if the
Federal Gõvernment did not continue to recognize
provincial ownership and control of resources.
Àberta maintained that federalarovincial consultation
over these programs was unsatisfactory.

0

Míneral polícy obiectíve*-The objective of the
federal initiatives in this area is to set standards in
rcgatd to resource and export pricing, environmental concerns, and manpower objectives.
Phases

I

and

II

of a Mineral Policy for

Canada were implemented in 1972/73 and
1973/74 respectiveþ. Phase III, which now is

under way, would give the Federal Government a
greater say in resource development. The
Task Force was concerned that this potcy could
limit the provincial scope of management of
mineral resources. As such, they recommended a
more careful assessment of the impact of this
policy before any further implementation
occurred. The fact of resource ownership and
resource management by the province must
also be noted and expanded upon in any
mineral policy discussions.

The western provinces stressed that provincial ownership,
taxation, and control of resources must continue to be
recogtiz.ed by the Federal Government. They
indicated that better federal-provincial consultation and

restructured tariff policies were necessary to restore
investor conûdence in this sector. Mineral policy
was discussed at the recent Mines Ministers' Conference
held on fanuary 20,1978, and at the First Ministers'
Conference, February 13-15' 1978. The First
Ministers agreed to have their Finance and Resource
Ministers undertake a ¡eview of taxation policies in the
petroleum and mineral industries.

The western provinces agreed that actions taken were
suñcient for now, but that problems could reappear in the
future if the Feder'al Government did not continue to
rccognize provincial ownership and control of
resoufces.
15
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(k)

National coal policy-:f:he Task Force
maintained that since coal is owned by the
provinces and is limited to certain geographical
areas, any national policy must allow for the
participation of the province owning the
resource and should take into consideration the
legitimate objectives of that province.

In the nonrenewable resource area, the Task
Force called for all provinces to reaffirm
their constitutional responsibilities, to carefully
assess all federal initiatives i9 light of their
own objectives, and to demand greater federalprovincial consultation in tlese areas.

The western provinces reiterated their belief that
national resource policies must allow for the participation
of the province(s) owning the resource' Decisions
reached at the Federal-Provincial Energy Ministers' Conference held on December 1,1977, and at the Energy
Officials Meeting, January t8,1978, indicated
that the Federal Government intends to consult fully
with the provinces in the preparation of this
strategy.

The western provinces agreed that recent federal actions
taken seemed sufficient for now, but that provincial
concerns could be revived if the Federal Government did
not continue to recognize provincial ownership and

control of resources.

III

ffousing, Urban Afraire, and Land Uee

The Task Force was concerned that federal intrusions
in these areas could restrict provincial and municipal
initiatives, distort provincial and municipal priorities, and
strain both federal-provincial and provincial-municipal
relations. fn many instances, they have either
produced or threatened to produce conflicting legislation
and regulations between the federal and provincial
governments.

Given the extent of provincial jurisdiction in this area,
it was felt that these tensions óould be eased if the Federal
Government related to local governments through the
provincial governments. The Task Force also suggested
that the jurisdictions of the federal and provincial
governments in these fields be more clearly delineated
and that federal-provincial discussions toward this
end begin at an early date. Bearing in mind that any
grants should go through the provinces, the primary role
of the Federal Government should be to provide loan
capital to finance housing and urban development.
The primary provincial role should be to formulate
housing, urban development, and land-use policies for
the provinces; to deliver all housing programs; and to
sponsor experimentation and development of new

Unlike other areas of provincial jurisdiction where the
Federal Government has taken major initiatives to
establish national standards (such as health and social
services), the Federal Government haç never formulated
national housing and urban policies wiih even the
partial agreement of the provinces.
To ensure that provincial interests and jurisdiction are
protected, the Natíonal Housing lct should be based on
general, albeit formal, federal-provincial agreement.
The standing arrangements for housing, particularly
subsidies and transfer payments to local governments,
should be spelled out in a statutory form. Such
legislation should follow federal-provincial consultation
at the ministerial level. Natíonal polícy in housing
and urban affaírs rnust not be only lederal polícy-it
sløutd ernbody broad.-based federal-províncíal agreernent.

concepts and processes in housing.

The time would seem ripe for this kind of federalprovincial consultation in the field of housing and urban
ãffairs. A major review of.theNatíonal Housing Act
is now under way. The western provinces feel that
the new NHA should have broad-based provincial support,
and to tltat end, extensive federal-provincial consultation
on this major piece of housing legislation is required.

The Task Force also stressed that federal-provincial
conferences of ministers and officials should be held
regularly, in advance of any legislative changes related
to housing or urban affairs.

The western provinces look forward to this major
review of the NHA, and are willing to examine alternative
methods for legitimate federal involvement in the
financing of housing in Canada.

l.

Dírect Fed.eral Grants to Municipalíties

Direct federal grants, such as the Municipal Incentive
Grant, may influence provincial policies and priorities.

l6

The western provinces were pleased to see the global
funding principle adopted as a basis for the Community
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Furthermore, federal actions of this nature in most
cases bypass provincial governments. It is, therefore,
important that the Federal Government relate to
local government through provincial governments.

t

Services Program by federal and provincial ministers
responsible for Housing at their conference on February 1,

1978,nFdmonton.
Although the western provinces believe that continued
consultation is necessary, they agreed that this
policy could go some way to resolving the issue,
providing the fundamental jurisdictional principle is
rcñzed in operational practice.

Housing Progrøms (AHOP, Assisted Rental
Programs)
These programs directly affect provincial housing
policy in a variety of ways-they could change the
balance of owner-occupied to rented housing;
they could distort provincial housing markets; and they

could counter municipal plans and priorities. These
progfams also have a great inapact on urban land
development. The Task Force recommended that
greater attention be paid to these results when the
proposals are being discussed initially and that
better policy co-ordination between the federalprovincial and provincial-municipal levels be a priority
for all levels of government.

While the rvestefl provinces agreed that these matters
would be the subject of federaþrovincial consultation
during the review of the Natiorøl Housìng Act'
consultation in the housing field must be ongoing.
The western provinces welcome the application of the
global funding principle to federal-provincial housing
programs, providing the concerns raised by the
Þremiers ai the First Ministers' Conference on February
15,1978, in Ottawa, such as the continuation of
capital cost allowances on more than an annual basis
and atlowing for provincial flexibility iu the administration
of the programs are satisfactorily dealt with.

3. Urban Land Development Prograns

Federal intrusions in urban land development through
such policies as rail relocation and urban planni¡g
studies could influence the pattern of urban
development, the approval process for land development, the municipal planning process, the timing and
location of both industry and urban development
and, ultimately, regional development within the
province. The Task Force suggested closer liaison
between the various federal and provincial agencies
with regard to these intrusions.
4. National Guídelínes

Although this

polþ

has been deferred

for the

present, the Task Force noted that it
revived and they wanted to reafrrm, in the most
general sense, that land use is a direct
provincial responsibility.

consultation is required.

The western provinces have noted the positive manner
in which the Federal Government has recognized
provincial jurisdiction in the field of land-use
policy. Differences on this issue have now been resolved.

Act Amendments

The amendments proposed in Bill C-46, introduced on
Apnl 4, 197 7, would enable the Federal Government
to cont¡ol development in the vicinity of airports.
Since seve¡al provinces already have legislation
3

programs, the issues a¡e not yet resolved. Continued

lor Lanrl-use Polícy
could easily be

5. Aeronautícs

Althougþ the provinces have been consulted on these

The amendments in question have now been enacted
and so thís matter has been overtaken by events.
The western provinces noted, however, that consultation
in this area has improved, so that conflicting fede¡al

\7
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governing the use of such land, the possibility of con-

and provincial standards and requirements should

flictüg federal and provincial standards and
requirements may arise. The Task Force agreed that
federal-provihcial consultation in this regard is

not emerge.

a necessity.

6. Flood Hazard Reductíon Program
Concern was expressed that this program might
intrude into the provinces' control of land use and
deveþment. The federal-provincial.program
might not complement existing provincial programs

Extensive consultation during the past year has solved
the difficulties identified by the provinces with
respect to this progrâm.

that are adequately meeting provincial needs.
The Task Force felt that more federal-provincial
discussions in this regard would be beneficial.

Mcono'nic

Development

Recent developments within the federal system may be
viewed from the perspective of a conscious federal decision
to increase its role in the national economic sphere
through new policies and increased regulations.
Corresponding to such moves has been a gtowing, adverse
feeling in the West regarding the Federal Government's
lack of understanding of regional needs and objectives,
as well as its tendency to bias econorric decisions

toward the aspirations of central Canada. Both the
federal and provincial governments have legitimate
responsibilities within the field of economic development.
On various fronts, federal intrusions in the economic
development field take the form of federal actions which
limit the scope for independent provincial programs
and policies.
The Task Force recommended that there be an increased
co-ordination of efiort between the Federal Government
and the western provinces to develop viable agricultural
and indust¡ial development strategies.for western
Canada. More provincial input into national economic
decision-making is needed. This could be undertaken
in a variety of ways and in a number of areas.

l.

The western provinces reaffrmed that the Federal
Government should continue to develop national economic
strategies in close co-operation with the provinces'

Agriculture

(a)

Income Stabilízøtíon Acts-Although these

Acts are relatively recent enactments, their
administration and responsiveness to changing
market situations could be improved. As well,
there should be harmonization of federal and
provincial progrâms on a national basis.

For example, the Federal Government's delay
in rectifying the situation surrounding the
18

The western p,rovinces hoped that there was a change in
attitude on the part of the Federal Government with
regard to national economic decision-making. Prime
Minister Trudeau, in his lVinnipeg adflress, April 18,
197'1 , seemed to recognize that Canada's centre of
gravity has shifted westward and that national policies
must encourage more balanced and diversified regional
growth throughout Canada. The First Ministers'
Óonference o-n the Economy, February l3-!5,1978,
would seem to demonst¡ate further that national economic
policies must be developed through a process of
co-operation and a co-ordination of governments. This
would allow gteater provincial input into decisions
being made regarding regional economic development'

Since the western provinces raised their concerns
regarding the necessity to harmonize federal and provincial
Income Stabilization Programs, federal-provincial
discussions have occu¡red. The results of these
discussions formed part of the joint federal-provincial
agricultural sector paper which was tabled at the
First Ministers' Conference on the Economy, February
13-15, 1978. In this paper, the federal and provincial
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coøcalf program meant that many of the
provinces developed their own programs and
that.some problems now exist in harmonizing the
previous provincial programs with the national
one.

governments recognized that it was imperative
¿. . . that federal and provincial programs be harmonized
to a greater degree." The federal and provincial
governments have agreed that continuous discussion
is necessary on those issues relating to stabilization.
The Federàl Government also has indicated its willingness
to discuss limitations in current federal programs.

The western provinces agreed that their concerns with
regard to income stabilization programs have been taken
into account in recent actions taken by the Federal
Government.

(b) Credit-Farm

Credit Corporation loans were
severely restricted as a result of a 197 5 federal
budget cutback. The resulting decrease in
available credit has tended to discourage the
family farm and increase the financial pressqre on
local and provincial lending institutions. The
Task Force felt that this was yet another example
which pointed out the need for improved

The western provinces maintained that, given the
importance of farm credit to the integrity of western
agriculture, the Federal Gove¡nment should have
consulted the provinces before introducing cutbacks in
the Fann Credit Corporation Loans Program in 1975.
The western provinces noted that a reduction in farm
credit loans seemed to be a recurring issue.

federal-provincial co-operation in order to obtain
the objective of balanced growth in agriculture.

(c)

Federal levy on fluíd. milkl,oncern was
expressed about certain aspects of the Federal
Government's recentþ announced dairy policy
for 1977 /78. The Federal Government's
proposal for placing a levy on fluid milk is an
intrusion into a market that traditionally has been
under provincial pricing jurisdiction. The
Task Force recommended that the Federal
Government reassess this proposed policy in light
of these concerns.

The western provinces acknowledged that the Federal
Government had responded to provincial criticisms of the
federal levy on fluid milk. A proposal has been made
by the Federal Government to have tle provinces collect
this levy, using the method of their choice. This
proposal, however, would not resolve the iurisdictional
disputes involved ü this issue. The western provinces
maintained that federal-provincial friction over this
issue could have been avoided if the Federal Government
had respected provincial pricing jurisdiction in this
area and had consulted the provinces more fulþ during
the development of the proposal for a federal levy
on fluid milk.

2. Transportation

The Task Force agreed that the deficiencies in the
transportation infrastructure serving the region
are a major obstacle to a faster and more balanced
rate of economic development to the west. The
Task Force did not question the Federal Government's
jurisdiction in the interp¡ovincial transportation
field but rather the manner in which the authority
was exercised. They felt that the Federal Government
has tended to view transportation policy in its
narrowest sense. An example of this tendency can
be found in the federal proposal to set freight
rates according to "what the traffc will bear.'n The
Task Force reaffirmed that transportation is
fundamental to the achievement of diversification
of the economic base in the western provinces. They

The western provinces remained concerned that
deficiencies in the transportation infrastructure serving
the region are obstacles to western economic development.
They cited the recommendations of the Hall Commission
Report as constructive ploposals which would
strengthen Western Canada's economy. They noted
that the Hall Commission Report had been unanimously
acceptedby the 10 Premiers at their annual conference
in August 1977. T\e western provinces were
concerned that they still have not received a formal
response from the Federal Government regarding the
Hatl Commission's recommendations. They also agreed
that the general principles involved in transportation
issues should be the subject of further ministerial
discussions.
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asked that the Federal Government develop a more
equitable transportation system to meet the economic
objectives of the western provinces.

3.

Trade

GATT)

Although the Federal Government's responsibility
for negotiating international trade agreements is
clear and is therefore not an "intrusion," the Task
Force viewed provincial input into the final position on
intemational t¡ade negotiations to be of utmost
importance, given the significance of foreign market
penetration to the realization of western economic
development objectives. The liberalization of
trade with the reduction of trade barriers is vital to
the development in the West of a secure economic base;
to aid industries reliant on natural growth through
secondary industry; and to develop a strong
manufacturing sector. As a result, the Task Force
called for a more active and substantial role
for the provinces in the formulation of national
policies in such aÍeas as GATT negotiations.

The western provinces agréed that since the Task Force
Report was released, the process of federal-provincial
consultations regarding the Multilateral Trade
Negotiations has improved. However, they considered
that this improvement has been the result of provincial
prompting. The provinces felt that the onus was
norv on the Federal Government to advise the western
provinces of developments in the GATT negotiations
which would affect Western Canada. This topic
had been raised with Prime Minister Trudeau at the
First Ministers'Conference, February 13-15, 1978, and
he confirmed that the provinces would be informed
of items raised in the negotiations which would
be of interest to them.
The western provinces were concerned that the Prime
Minister's commitment to continue efiective consultation
on the trade negotiations be fulfilled.

\

4. Industríal Development
The Task Force expressed concern that many of the
Federal Government's recent industrial development
strategies ignored regional aspirations and
disregarded the concept of upgrading near the source
of raw materials. With regard to the Federal
Throne Speech announcements of upcoming aid
to small businesses, it was felt that this federal
proposal was commendable but that care should be
taken to ensure that the policies developed are
complementary to the aspirations'of the provinces.

The western provinces were hopeful that the recent

First Ministers' Conference on the Economy,
February 13-15,1978, and the sectoral meetings
preceding the conference could be seen to be arecognition
by the Federal Government that greater provincial
input into economic decision-making is necessary. The
provinces suggested the follow-up First Ministers'
Conference scheduled for November 1978 could be a
positive step toward the development of an ongoing
federal-provincial process that would ensure better
co-operation and co-ordination in economic policy areas.
The western provinces discussed the specific issues
raised in the First Task Force Report and were
encouraged that some of their concerns seemed to have
been taken into account in recent federal initiatives
leading up to the recent First Ministers' Conference. They
maintained that it was essential that the provinces
have an impact on the development of national economic
strategies.

5

- Envíronmental Concerns
Recent federal initiatives in the area of pollution
control regulations have caused some duplication and
have implications for resource ownership. Federal
environmental studies are another area of concern
since they may result in recommendations

20

The western provinces remain concerned that unnecessary
duplication in federal-provincial environmental
legislation can have implications not only for provincial
resource ownership but also for provincial industrial
development priorities.
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affecting provincial land use, water use, and
development programs with little regard for specific
provincial needs. With regard 16 s¡vi¡snmental
matters, the Task Fo¡ce recommended that priority be
given to provincial objectives and suggested that
in many instances federal minimum standards with
provincial responsibility for application and
enforcement would resolve most conflicts.

CURRENT STATUS

The western provinces agreed that the provinces'
environmental concerns should be considered as a
constitutional issue pertaining to provincial ownership
and control of resources.

6. DREE
The potential for a conflict between DREE activities
and provincial priorities exists. With this in mind,
the Task Force agreed that there must be recognition
that the provincial governments retain primary
responsibility for establishing the priorities for
economic development. All DREE subagreements
should reflect provincial priorities. To ensure
compatibility with provincial objectives, priority

The western provinces agreed to continue monitoring
DREE activities to ensure that it be responsive to
provincial priorities and that DREE does not use its
powers, financial or otherwise, to attempt to iet priorities
for a province. At the recent First Ministers'
Conference on the Economy, held in February 1978,
the First Ministers discussed DREB and "strongly
reaffirmed the importance of reducing regional disparities

should be given to sharing of existing or planned
provincial progrâms rather than the creation of new
programs to suit DREE involvement.

of programs for regional development potential and
transportation requirements of each province and region."

and the so¡fi¡uing need for review and expansion

The western provinces agreed that closer consultation
was necessary regarding DREE s activities. They

reaffirmed their belief in the princþle that the provincial
governments retain primary responsibility for establishing
the priorities for economic development and that the
Federal Government should continue to act on
previous commitments.

V

Communlcaüon¡

Recent federal actions, in the field of communications,
have tended to expand federal conftol over those
aspects which are entirely local and intra-provincial in
nature, such as closÞd-circuit cable and educational
television, provincial laws relating to commercial
advertising, and cable distribution systems. The Task
Fo¡ce felt that some aspects of communications

should be subject to provincial control and jurisdiction.
The provinces frequentþ shared common concerns
with respect to these federal intrusions in the communicatíons policy field.
The Task Fo¡ce made the following comments and
recommendations:

At the Federal-Provincial Ministers

Conference held in
Charlottetown on March 29, some progress was
made in two areas-federal interconnection policies and
pay television. In other areas-cable distribution
systems, educational and cultural communications, and
the regulation of commercial advertising-little or
no progress is evident. In particular, problems remain,
and in some cases provincial concerns haire grown,
with respect to the regulatory policies and
conduct of the CRTC.

Generally, the western provinces support the proposed
Federal Telecommunication Legislation (B,ill C-24),
and are hopeful that it may help to resolve some
of the difficulties that have been experienced.
The details of these developments are outlined below.

t.

T elecomtnunícatíons

(a)

Cabte televísíon4he Federal Government,
through the extension of its authority under
the Broadcasting Act, has proposed policies which

On November 3O, 1977, the Supreme Court of Canada
issued judgments in Capítal Cítíes Cotnmunícatíons
et al. v. tlto CRTC et aI. and The Publîc Servíce
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will involve federal regulation of closed-circuit
services provided by coaxial cable. Recent
actions taken by the Canadian Radio-Television
and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC)
in regulating master antenna television
systems and in cable television licensing have also
expanded federal control over cable communications systems. The Provinces of Alberta,
Saskatchewan, and Manitoba recommended

that cable services which do not directly involve
the relay, retransmission, or amplification
of broadcast signals be clearly subject to
provincial control. Undertakings which offer
these nonbroadcast services should be
required to submit to provincial regulations
in so far as these services are concerned. The
Province of British Columbia was sympathetic to
this view.

(b)

Cable distributíon systems-The Provinces of
Alberta, Saskatchewan, and British Columbia
recommended that cable distribution
systems, being local works or undertakings,
should be subject to provincial law, in accordance
with section 92 (lO) of the British North America
Act. They also agreed that control and regulation
of cable distribution systems should revert to
the provinces: and that the Federal Government
should continue to regulate these systems only
in relation to their use within the Canadian
Broadcasting System.

CURRENT STATUS

Board et al.v. Francais Díonne et aI. Both cases dealt
with constitutional questions surrounding the regulation of
cable distribution systems which receive and distribute
off-air television signals. The court confirmed federal
jurisdiction over such systems. The court explicitþ
declined to judge the matter of jurisdiction over "closedcircuit" (no broadcast signals) systems. For this
reason, most of the points and recommendations by the
Task Force with respect to closed-circuit undertakings
remain valid despite the court's ruling.
On the administrative level, the federal Department of
Communications has offered to institute "practical
arrangements" which would give the provinces a
greater sha¡e in the regulation of cable distribution systems,
This offer was renewed by the federal Minister of
Communications at a meeting of provincial and
federal Communications Ministers in Charlottetown on

March 29,1978. These kinds of arrangements
currentþ appear to be impractical in light of recent actions
of the federal regulatory agency. As an independent
regulatory agency, the CRTC is not bound by law
to follow policy directives from the Government.
Consequently, it has been responsible both for intruding
into areas of provincial responsibility and for
complicating the search for the co-operative intergovernmental arrangements advocated by both levels of
government.

Events in Manitoba over the past year illustrate this
On November 1O,1.976, the Ministers of
Communications for Canada and Manitoba signed an
agreement which allocated responsibility between
their governments and which was hailed by the Prime
Minister as a sterling example of intergovernmental
co-operation. However, in public hearings in June
and in decisions dated August 15, 1977, the CRTC for all
intents and purposes repudiated this agreement,
refusing to sanction the quíd pro quo. By so doing, the
CRTC significantly reduced the probability of other
provincial governments arriving at similar
accords with Ottawa.

point.

The outcome of the Manitoba situation appears to underline the necessity of binding the regulatory agency

to accommodations worked out between governments.
The Task Force notes that provisions in Bill C-24,
reintroduced in the federal House on January 26, seemed
to put such mechanisms in place.
The.western provinces agree that authority over cable
distribution systems is in large part a constitutional issue.
Both as a constitutional issue and in terms of its
nonconstitutional aspects, the Task Force recommends

',)
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that further and improved consultation takes place
among governments.

Pay telev ision--:lhe Federal Government,
through tfie extension of its authority under the
Broadcasting Act,has proposed a policy toward
pay television which will involve federal
regulation of closed-circuit entertainment services
.carried by means of coaxial cable.

The Supreme Court's Capital Cíties andDíonne
judgments did not rule on the constitutional status of
closed-circuit (nonbroadcasting) pay television undertakings. For this reason, the western provinces continue
to regard such enterprises as "local works or undertakings"
subject to provincial jurisdiction.

A report on pay television was issued by the CRTC on
March 13,1978. The Federal Government was advised
to defer its introduction of pay television in view of
pay TV's inferred impact on the Canadian Broadcasting
System.

The issue of pay television was discussed at the
Communications Minísters Conference of March 29,1978.
Various provinces emphasized provincial interests and
jurisdictions in this area. Although no consensus as
to jurisdiction was reached among ministers, the federal
Minister did agree to join with interested provinces
in working out the beginnings of a national framework for
pay television in Canada.
The western provinces believe that major principles
relating to pay TV must continue to be discussed in a
ministerial forum. Until major outstanding issues are
finally resolved, the western provinces consider that
fundamental disagreements on policy and jurisdiction exist
between themselves and Ottawa.
2. E ducatíon and Cultural Comtrwnications

The Federal Government's attempts to impose a
definition of "programming" on the provinces would
restrict a provincial government's use of communications technologies to deliver social, educational,
and cultural services to the public. The Provinces of
Alberta and Saskatchewan agreed that educational
communications carried out by means of cable
or wire technology should be exclusively a provincial
concern. British Columbia was sympathetic to this
position. Manitoba had already satisfactorily resolved
this issue with the Federal Government through their
agreement on programming and carrier ownership.

The western provinces believe that shared regulation and
common use anangements with respect to cable
television must be founded on genuine respect for the
need of provincial governments to exercise fulþ their
legitim¿¿s powers in the field of education, health,
local-civic, local cultural and community matters.
Consequently, intergovernmental accommodations must
be based on a simple recognition that greater influence
over the regulation and use of cable distribution system is
a means whereby provinces can efiectively carry out
their traditional roles and responsibilities.

In light of this, the provinces consider inappropriate the
Federal Government's còntinued insistence on the need for
guarantees for the protection of the Canadian Broadcasting System in the form of agreements conceding to the
Federal Government authority over all form of

"programming." Up to this point, definitions of
programming proposed by the Federal Government have
been overþ broad and cumbersome, threatening to
incorporate services or intellectual content which are
clearþ matters of provincial interest, e.g., educational and
23
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community channels. Conceding to the Federal
Government "programming" defined in such an
inclusive manner could only serve to further restrict
the capacity of provincial governments to plan for the
orderþ development of telecommunications services and
for the expansion of educational and social programming
within their boundaries.
The western provinces believe principles underlying the
whole question of federal claims to control over
'þrogramming" and federal demands for "guarantees"
respecting "programming" should be referred to, and
discussed in, a ministerial forum.
E ducational T elevísíon

Educational television, whether broadcast or distributed
by cable systems, continues to be a matter of concern. ,
Federal Order in Council 1972-1569 allows educational
television to be offered under federal auspices.
However, the Order in Council is ambiguous in so far as
provincial responsibilities are concerned and has
been interpreted and applied by the federal regulatory
agency in a manner detrimental to the exercise of
provincial jurisdiction over education.
Bearing in mind the constitutional authority of the
provinces in Education, recent propênsities of the CRTC
to delve thoroughly into the programming performances,
the organization and the operation of provincial
educational communications corporatiòns and authorities
is considered to be unjustifiable and improper. In the
opinion of the western provinces, federal restrictions
on, or regulation of, the use of television for educational
purposes (except technical matters in the case of an
educational broadcasting transmitter) are inappropriate,
even if these restrictions may be rescinded from time
to time and under certain conditions.

J. C omme

rcial

A dv er tising Re gulation

The CRTC's steps to regulate commercial television
advertising will affect the validity and scope of
provincial laws relating to advertising. The Provinces
of British Columbia and Saskatchewan agreed that
the commercial content of advertisements used by
broadcast undertakings should be subject to provincial
laws relating to advertising. They recommended
that formal delegation of this responsibility to the
appropriate federal regulatory agency responsible for
the implementation of provincial laws vís á vís
broadcast licencees be considered, provided the
Federal Government enters into bilateral arrangements
in this regard.

24

The issue of the validity and scope of provincial laws
relating to commercial advertising remains outstanding.
In the Supreme Court's ruling of January 19,1978,
in The Auorney General of Quebec vs. Kellogg's
Cornpany ol Canada, the applicability of provincial laws
of general application in respect to commercial
advertising carried by federally licensed broadcasting
undertakings was upheld. None the less, there has been
no formal recognition by the federal regulatory agency
of the validity of provincial laws of this kind.
On matters relating to the deletion of liquor advertisements imported by means of cable TV into provinces
where such advertising is forbidden by law, the CRTC
has not asked its licensees to accommodate the
relevant provincial legislation. Moreover, there are
few indications that the agency is willing to co-operate
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with provincial authorities with respect to this
particular problem.
The Task Force considers that it is still necessary to
insist that provincial laws of general applicability
relating to commercial advertising be respected by
federal broadcast licensees and by the federal regulatory
agency. In the opinion of the western provinces, the
whole issue of the applicability of provincial advertising
regulation to broadcasting undertakings should be put
before federal and provincial ministers in the near
future.
F e d er al I nt er c onne ctíon P olící es

The Federal Governnent's interconnection policies
favour a liberalization of rules which permit the
connection of customer-owned terminal attachments
and interconnection between the networks of
federally regulated carrier¡s. The Provinces of Alberta
and Saskatchewan recommend the provinces
continue to oppose any federal moves encouraging
these actions, which would diminish the province's
control over thei¡ telecommunications carriers,
and which would result in a deterioration of levels of
sérvice to remote and rural areas. British Columbia
was sympatåetic to these views.

The western provinces must continue to point out
that interconnection policies pursued at the federal level
will have a significant adverse impact on both the
cost and quality of telecommunications service provided
to the public in Western Canada.

Furthennorg in respect to systems interconnection,
the Task Force does not share the view that the concerns
of the western provinces affected by this issue will be
given full and proper weight, according to their
national importance, if over-all national policy is a
function of ad hoc decisions of the federal regulatory
agency. In respect to interconnection and many
other issues, the western provinces believe that national
policy should be a product of serious sustained
consultation among governments, based on the premise
of divided or overlapping jurlsdictions.
To this end, federal and provincial Ministers of
Communications agreed on March 29 in Charlottetoïvn
to establish an Officials'Working Group to "develop
policy principles or criteria which would ensure
that telecommunication services in Canada are provided

in a manner consistent with the public interest.'n
Ttie western provinces hope that the working group will
begin a process of improved consultations among
governments which will resolve the issue of federal
interconnection policies and their impact on provincial
jurisdictions.

VI

Demography and fmmigratíon, Manpower
and Trainingo and Labour

1.. Demography and Immigratíon

The Task Force expressed tle position that
demographic and immigration policies must be
co-ordinated with regional econonic development,
housing programs, transportation programs,
and urban development and land policies. The full

Following the western provinces' expression of concerns
about the implications of the federal approach to
demographic and immigration policy, the Government of
Canada indicated its wish to continue consultatíons
with the provinces on these subjects.
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and active co-operation of the provinces should
be the criterion for the development of these policies.

The Task Force recommended co-operation with the
Federal Government in developing a national
demographic policy. They requested, however, that
this initiative be examined from a provincial
perspective and provincial objectives be established.
It would be unsatisfactory if only the Federal
Government was involved in developing the policy,
leaving it to the provinces to provide the infrastructure.
Since both federal and provincial jurisdictions are
involved, any national policy which is developed
must reflect the concerns of both levels of government.

CURRENT STATUS

Although the Federal Government appears to have
placed primary emphasis on immigration policy matters in
the last year, discussions have also continued with
respect to demographic policy. The western provinces
believe that further consultations are required in
order to resolve a number of concerns related to new
federal-provincial immigration agreements, including the
establishment of formal, ongoing consultative
mechanisms and the desirability of federal financial
assistance to enable provinces to fulfil more effectively
their responsibilities under the agreements.

With regard to the new Immigration Bill, the
provinces should attempt to obtain a consultative
mechanism permitting consideration of the broad
range of provincial interests in immigration
polic¡ and ensuring acceptance of provincial concerns
on issues of critical importance to the provinces.

2. Manpower and Traíníng
The Task Force identified three major concerns in
fþis ¿¡s¿-fhe Community Employment Strategy, the
Adult Occupational Training Program, and
apprentice training programs. They generally agreed
that, although the federal and provincial governments
both have legitimate responsibilities in the
manpower and training policy area, there is a
tendency for federal involvement to overlap provincial
jurisdictions. The Task Force suggested that a
comprehensive federal-provincial agreement outlining
specitc functions be sought. With respect to the
community employment strategy and the apprenticeship

training program, the Task Force suggested that

the provinces demand the primary responsibility for
their strategy development and program management.

Since the Iù'[ay 1977 Western Premiers' Conference,

federal-proviicial consultations have þroceeded
on manpower and training issues. However, a number
of major concerns remain with respect to the community
employment strategy, the adult occupational training
program, and apprenticeship training.

A reappraisal of the Community Employment Strategy
has been under way in most provinces which entered

the program, and continuing consultations will be
required. Alberta is discontinuing its involvement in the
Community Employment Strategy.

During recent negotiations to extend Adult Occupational
Training Agreements, numerous concerns were
raised with respect to the financial implications for the
provinces of such matters as the Federal Government's
possible intention to shift emphasis from institutional
to industrial training and eventually to discontinue
federal training allowances. The provinces also
objected to a federal negotiating position under which
more attractive terms were offered for a three-year
extension than for a one-year renewal.
The western provinces consider federal propoqals

for discussions on expansion and growth of apprenticeship
training as an unnecessary intrusion. The provinces
will insure that such programs are considered in the
context of their over-all responsibility for provincial
training plans.
The provinces believe that a number of their concerns
result from basic policy disagreements with the
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CURRENT STATUS

Federal Government over the nature of federal
involvement in the manpower and training field. It is
felt that these should be addressed in future negotiations,
possibly related to the development of comprehensive
manpower agreements.

3. Labour
Until recently, provincial labour policy has been
relafively free from federal influences. But, ltrith the
plrblication in the fall oÍ 1976 of Labout Cønadds
Papers Respecting the Post Control Períod, this
situation changed. The Task Force's concerns

with these proposals were that the federal proposals
could be in conflict with provincialpolicy
objectives;

if

implemented they could exert pressure

onprovincial administrations with respect to the
development of parallel provincial sector programs;
expectãtions may be creatd that the provincial
golernments will continue the programs if federal
funding ceases; and these proposals amount to
the emérgerrce of a federal presence in industrial
relations in areas now under provincial jurisdiction.

A recent federal-provincial conference of labour
ministers held in õonjunction with general preparation
for the February 1978 First Ministers' Conference
on the economy devoted exclusive attention to provincial
concerns with iespect to the potential negative impac!
on collective bargaining of certain federal proposals for a
post-control monitoring agency. Although some
äf these specific concerns have been set aside, the western
provincesremain apprehensive about the imp-lications
õf other recently reaffirmed federal labour policies
for the post-control period and believe there
should Ûe a thorough review of principles and provincial
jurisdictional conceins at tle ministerial lçvel.

The Task Force felt that the provinces should
continue to co-operate in the development of these
initiatives, but cãreful assessment should be made of
the impact on provincial jurisdiction. They felt
that if the provinces did not become involved in the
assessment and development of these concepts'
the Federal Government would fill the void.
This could result in these future initiatives reflecting
only the federal viewpoint. The Task Force reaffirmed
thai the provinces must seek to exert their influence
in order to protect provincial jurisdiction.

VII

Adminisæation of Justice

Federal intrusions in tle area of the administration of
justice represent a pervasive federal interest to expand the
federal presence throughout the justice system.
Although the Constitution entrusts to the Parliament
of Canãda the responsibility to make criminal law
(s.9l (27)), the Constitution imposes on th9 provinces
the responsibility to administer and enforce those
laws aJpart of provincial authority over the administration
of justicã $.9i (14)). Oftentimes, federal law-making
has direct cost implications to the provinces-a factor

ttrith the exception of the "Peace and Security Package,"
provincial concerns in the area of administration of
justice remain generally unchanged from the
First Report.

which federal authorities often do not fully appreciate.

Numerous examples could be cited to show that no
assessment of thã cost impact or effect on provincial fiscal
priorities is made by the Federal Government before
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deciding to legislate. Examples include amendments to
the Criminal Code in recent years relating to bail,
lotteries, and the privacy provisions.
The provinces are also concerned with recent federal
activities that clearly appear to go beyond federal
legislative competence to the detriment of long-established
provincial practice.

1. Federal Court of Canada
The Task Force is concerned that the Federal Court

Act purpofis to give that court jurisdiction in
areas previously exercised by the Superior Courts of
the provinces. Some provisions of the Act conferring
criminal and civil jurisdiction appear to be unconstitutional. The purported jurisdiction of the
Federal Court has serious practical disadvantages to
the administration of justice in the province and
to the citizens of Canada generally. Amendments to
the Federal Caurt Act to significantly lessen the
jurisdiction of the Federal Court of Canada,
previously promised by the Federal Government, are

awaited.

Although recent decisions of the Supreme Court of Canada
have put some limits on the Federal Court's
jurisdiction, provincial concerns remain the same.
The Federal Government has been promising to respond

to the concerns respecting this Act for the last three
years and the provinces continue to wait for Ottawa

to act on its commitments.

1

2. Prosecutoríal Responsibility
Historically and constitutionally the provinces have
been responsible for prosecutions and have been
administering the criminal law of Canada except in
those cases where the provinces have expressly

given the prosecutorial function to the Federal Government. However, in the past few years, the Federal
Government has taken on a prosecutorial role,
arguing that the provinces exercise the prosecutorial
function not on the basis of the constitution but
at the sufferance of the Federal Government.
There are serious disadvantages in having a federal
prosecutorial role. It is the view of the Task
Force that the administration of justice is a provincial
responsibility and that prosecutions for any criminal
offence in the widest constitutional sense should
be conducted by or under the authority of the
provincial Attorneys-General.

3. "Young People ín Conflict Wíth the Law" Legislation
The enactment of this legislation could escalate
provincial administrative costs and force changes in
existing provincial legislation. Since the legislation has
not been presented yet, the Task Force does not
adopt an official position but raises the issue
to express their concern.
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There has been no progress respecting this matter since
the First Report. There is a basic difference of policy
between the two levels of govemment which now
awaits the outcome of R. v. Hauser, a case to be heard by
the Supreme Court of Canada shortly.

The provinces have voiced their concerns that certain
provisions of the proposed federal legislation are a
constitutional intrusion and that administrative costs to be
borne by the provinces would be considerably higher
than at present.
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The western provinces now await another draft of the
Act, which may help resolve tÍreir concerns, in the
meantime the nonconstitutional and constitutional
differences of princiPle remain.

4. FamÍIy Law
Developing federal intrusions in the area of family
law i¡clude the representation of children's interests in
divorôe proceedings, property reallocation upon
marriage dissolution, and provision of provincial social
services in line with federal interests. The Task
Force is concerned that, through the enactment of these
recommendations, the Federal Government would
enter the property field, a traditionally provincial
area of jurisdiction. It is suggested that the
federal recommendations must not intrude into pro-

There has been no fesponse to the provincial concerns
since the First Report. It is recommended that action be
improve consultation.
taken

:o

vincial jurisdiction but be complementary. In
the area of family property''where all provinces are
examining provincially based strategies, the
Federal Government should not attempt to
over-ride the provinces.

5. "Peace ond Securtty" Package-Gun Control
Legíslatíon

The western provinces'concern centres on the cost
of implementing aspects of the package and, in
particular, gun control legislation, which has
recently been the subject of much controversy. The
provinces have resisted a purely administrative
role since costs would þs imFosed upon them without
any provincial input and since the legislation could

Although registration provisions and costs remain a
problem, thii matter is no longer current as the major
ãifficulties expressed by the Task Force have been
resolved.

not be adopted separately by the provinces to
meet the needs and interests of their residents. The
Task Force asks for a review of these proposals
that would take provincial concerns into
account.

6. RCMP Matters

(a)

The federal component of the RCMP is being
substantially increased in the western provinces.
The provincial police forces, including
provincial components of the RCMP, stand to
diminish in strength as the federal presence
increases. While some provinces indicate that the
present arrangement is acceptable, others are
concerned that there is no provincial administrative

(¿)

Provincial concerns remain the same. Although
there is continuing consultation respecting

RCMP matters, the provincial concerns have not yet
been resolved.

control over this enlarged police component.

(å)

The Marin Commission Report is a study
of the procedures to be employed in servicing

(å)

The Marin Commission Report will be superseded
by the findings of the McDonald Commission
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citizen complaints against the

RCMP. If

its recommendations were to be adopted,
provincial authorities believe that the present
operation of the discipline codes of the
various provincial Police Acts would be
negatively affected. The provinces'lack of control
over RCMP complaints would be confirmed.
Some provinces consider police disciplinary
matte¡s to be a provincial responsibility, while
others are prepared to continue the present
practice or abide by changes made in accordance
with the Marin Commission recommendations.

YIII

In the meantime the western provinces wish to make
clear their view that the responsibility for
ensuring that police forces within a province obey
the law lies with the provincial AttorneysGeneral and object to a federal inquiry into the
operations of the RCMP in respect of the force's
provincial responsibllities.

fnþrveutions by the Government of Canada
Before the Supreme Court of Canada
in Oppoeition to Provincial Legielation

During the last four years (from January 1973 to
January 1977) the Federal Government has attacked
the validity of provincial legislation in nine of the
approximately ten cases in which provincial legislation
has been challenged during this period in the Supreme
Court of Canada. This does not take into account those
cases at the Court of Appeal level which have not
been or are yet to be appealed to the Supreme Court Òf
Canada whe¡e Ottawa has similarþ intervened in
opposition to provincial legislation. It appears that there
is an increasing tendency on the part of Ottawa to
oppose the constitutionality of provincial legislation.
Furthermore, the provinces are concerned over the recent
practice by which the Federal Government has actively
alþed itself as a plaintiff with parties in court cases
challenging the constitutionality of provincial resource
legislation. It is felt that the co-plaintiff strategy
represents an unnecessarily aggressive approach by the
Federal Government to this matter.
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of Inquiry and it is hoped that consultation will take
place after that Commission makes its report.

Federal intervention as a co-plaintiff in the Central
Canada Potash case is viewed as part of an aggressive
federal stance toward provincial taxation and control of
the provinces' natural resoutces that remains

unreconciled
This matter

i.s

l

seen as one of a basic difierence in policy

between the federal and provincial governments.

Part

III New Inrusions
In spite of these constitutional issues, the impact of
the þrogram should be positive. The Federal
Government is undertaking publicity, training, and
development of a Code, and provincial committees on
hazardous materials are to interface with a federal

Propoeed Federal Transportation of
Dangeroue Goode Act

l.

Federal Intrusíon
Since 1973, federal-provincial committees of ofrcials
have,held discussions concerning proposed federal
legislation on the transportation of dangerous
goods. Several draftActs havebeen discussed over
the last four years and a draft dated March 29,7977,
represented a synthesis of the views of the
several provinces worked out through discussions
withOttawaovertheyears. Section4 (1) of the
March 29, 1977, draft gave recognition to the
division of legislative authority in thís couutry by
limiting the application of the Act to o'transport of
dangerous goods by extra-provincial transport'n
and it was further provided that the Act would not
apply in any province to the extent that the standards
and means of enforcement applicable to the
transportation of dangerous goods under the Act were
part of the law in that province.

In August of.1977 another draft was forwarded
to the provinces dated August 3. That draft
Act differed from its predecessor in that
( 1) it was not limited to land transport but applied
"to all handling for transportation and
transporting of dangerous goods by conveyance",
and

(2) it applied

to all transporting of dangerous
goods by conveyance "from or . . destined
for any place or places in Canada." In
efiect, goods transported wholly within a

.

Province.

2. Impact on Provincíal Polícíes

and Programs

The recent draft of the Act ignores the division
of authority by purporting to legislate in relation to
transportation by vehicles and in undertakings
that may be wholly intra-provincial. This change
invites constitutional challenge and disregards
the previous federal-provincial consensus which
recognized that, in order to make the scheme work,
each jurisdiction should play its part according
to its constitutional responsibilities. The new draft
leaves it up to the Federal Government to determine
whether or not the Act's provisions apply in a
province, whereas the earlier draft Act only operated
where a province had not passed similar legislation.

component.
3. Degree ønd. Adequacy

ol Consultøtíon

Federal-provincial consultation has been extensive
in this area, but the latest unilateral changes to
the proposed Act make such consultation meaningless.
W e ster

n

P rov

íncial

P osítíon

The general consensus is that a Transportation of
Dangerous Goods Act is a necessary and positive
step. However, the western provinces are concerned
that recent draft proposed legislation does not
properþ recog4ize provincial legislative authority
over intra-provincial transportation.

n
l.

Propoeed Canadian Traneportation Accident
Investigation Commieeion
Federal Intrusíon
On August 4, 1977, the federal Minister of
Transport tabled in the House of Commons a
discussion paper on legislation to establish a Canadian
Transportation Accident Investþation Commission
for the investigation of civilian accidents involving
a loss of life in transportation modes subject
to federal safety regulations, including air, marine,
rail transportation, and pipelines. It is also proposed
that the commission be empowered to investigate
accidents in areas under provincial jurisdiction
if requested by a province.

2. Impact on Províncial Policíes and, Programs
All provinces have expressed concern with the federal

proposal. In particular, jurisdictional and operational
conflicts are foreseen with respect to the responsibilities
of Provincial Coroners, who determine the cause
of all unusual deaths in a province, and the proposed
s6mmission which is to determine the cause of
accidents. It is difficult to split these responsibilities.
In many cases they are essentially the same.

Furthermore, it is proposed that hformation gathered

by the commission would be privileged, thereþ

3t

of the provinces own environmental control and

impeding provincial law-enforcement officers
in administering justice in the province. Conflicts
over authority for the removal of wreckage
and over-all command of an accident scene are also

water resource management programs which have been
operating efiectively, harmonizing with federal and
provincial priorities through accepted federal-

of concern.

provincial mechanisms.

3. Degree and Adequacy

Notonlyweretheexistingco-operativefederalprovincial arrangements for environmental p.rotection

oÍ Consuhation

ignored, but no provision was made in the amendments

There is at present discussion of the proposed
commission among all provinces and members of the
National Association of Coroners and Medical
Examiners of Canada exchanged views with federal
officials at their annual meeting in January;
however, there has been little response to provincial
concerns at the ministerial level in Ottawa.
W estern

4.

for consultation with the provinces with respect
to the many areas lhat directly infringe on provincial
jurisdiction.
There is concern with the amendments' effect on the
management of provincial resources and economic
development and the possible dominance of a
single resource-fish-at the expense of integrated
resource management and use. The effect on existing
administrative arrangements for integrated resource
and environmental management and the possibility of a

Provincial Posìtíon

The western provinces are concerned that
investigations conducted in the provinces by other
agencies may dilute provincial efforts, result in
duplication and confusion in the eyes of the public, and
within provincial law-enforcement agencies, and
wish to make clear that the investigation of
motor-vehicle accidents should remain solely a
provincial responsibility.
The western provinces share the concerns of many
provinces on this issue, and recommend that,
should such a commission be established, the enabling
legislation should clearly make the commission
subordinate to both the coroner's inquiry and
criminal investigation.

III
l.

.Figheriee

two-tier permit system for the approval of
development within a province, replacing existing
federal-provincial co-operative arrangements, trouble
the provinces.
Several pieces of provincial legislation are affected by
the Físheries Act amendments, whereas the allembracing definition of "aquatic habitat" affects all
resource departments. The Ministry of Mines
of one province noted that every opération in that
province would be a violation under this

definition.
3. Degree and Adequacy

The provinces believe that there was not suffficient
consideration of all the ramifications of the
amendments on provincial resource and environmental

Act

management responsibilities. Although the

Federal Intrusion

The westem provinces are gravely concerned that
recent amendments to the Físhertes Act rcpteserit
unwarranted intrusion into provincial aftairs and

provinces made strong representations to the federal
Minister of Fisheries and the Environment and to
the Standing Committee on Fisheries and Forestry,
provincial concerns were totally ignored.

at

constitutional jurisdiction. Federal responsibilityfor

fisheries has been used as a pretext to extend federal
jurisdiction over water quality and land use, leading to
needless duplication and conflict with existing

4.

The amendments represent an intrusion into provincial
jurisdiction over \ryater resource management,
natural resource development, industrial development,
and local works and undertakings.
on Províncial Polìcies and Programs

The Federal Government's amendments to the
Físheries Act bave repudiated any acknowledgement
32

V[/ e s t e r

n P r ovíncíal P osítíon

The western provinces urge an immediate review

of the Físheríes Act with a view to the amendment in
particular of sections 28,31, and 33 at an early

provincial pollution control legislation, particularly in
relation to resource-based industries.

2, Irnpact

ol Consultatíon

date.

Muelear Control
(Bi[ c-r4)

l.

and Administration Aet

Federal Intrusion
The Federal Government introduced Bill C-14, the
Nuclear Control and Admínístration Act, inthe

House of Commons, November 24,1977. This
legislation will replace t}te current Atomíc
Energy Control Act.

The western provinces expressed concern that
certain sections of Bill C-14 would remove all aspects
of exploration, mining, and milling from within
the legislative authority of the provinces. They also
felt that this legislation would enable the Federal
Government to control the management of provincial
resources, and would give the Federal Government
the right to explore for and expropriate uranium.
The provinces seek the opportunity to discuss the
provisions related to the control of the health, safety,
security, and environmental aspects of nuclear
energy. They have serious concerns in this regard
from an administrative as well as a jurisdictional
point of view.

2. Impact on Provincial Polícìes and'Programs ot
Biilc-14
Part I provides for the creation of a Nuclear Control
Board which would absorb botl the Atomic
Energy Control Board (AECB) as well as the policing
functions of the Department of Energy, Mines and
Resources (EMR). This initiative is being taken in an
efiort to separate controls from sales. However,
in the process, the new board will become responsible
for the control of health, safety, security, and
environmental aspects of nuclear energy. Its functions
may duplicate the activities at present undertaken
by provincial departments of Health, Labour, and

Environment as well as those of the federal Department of National Health and Welfare (in particular the
Environmental Health Directorate), and the
proposed Canadian Centre for Occupational Health
and Safety.

II deals with the commercial and promotional
activities related to nuclear energy, and is of grave
concern to the western provinces. It gives the
Minister of Energy, Mines and Resources pon'er over
the sale, lease, management, exploration, mining,
and expropriation of nuclear resources.
Part

Section 63 is of particular conceln since the provinces
feel that exploration for prescribed substance
should be undertaken by private industry or by the
province that owns the resource. This section
would also usurp basic mineral rights now owned by
the provinces. It would allow the Federal
Government to lease the rights of a deposit of a
prescribed substance. The federal leases could overlap
existing provincial mineral agreements. Section 63
could also dispossess patent rights held by a
province.

3.

Degree and Adequacy oÍ Consultation

The position taken by the Bill is far stronger than was
suggested by the Federal Government at the Deputy
Ministers' Committee of the Canadian
Ministerial Conference on Mineral Policy held
in October 1977. At that time the Federal Government
insisted on obtaining resource data acquired at the
exploration stage. They considered this data to
be essential to supplement the data they already
received in the production stage for the assessment of
resources and reserves. It was certainly not suggested that Bill C-14 would include the powerful clause
contained in section 63.
W estern

Provincìal

P osítíon

The western provinces reaffirm the concerns expressed
by the provinces at the Provincial Deputy Ministers

of Mines Meeting, J¿nuary 19,1978. They

consider the federal-provincial consultations which
occurred prior to the introduction of Bill C-14
in the House of Commons to have been inadequate
since the Federal Government did not indicate
to the provinces the full scope of the
proposed legislation;
The provinces point out that Part I duplicates
as well as federal health and environmental
legislation. They indicate grave concerns with
regard to section 63, which empowene the Minister of
Energy, Mines and Resources to control the sale,

provincial

lease, management, exploration, mining, and

expropriation of nuclear resources. The provinces
recognizn that the Federal Government has special
interests with regard to nuclear resources. They

feel, hówevet, that aspects of this new policy
are a direct encroachment by the Federal Government
into provincial jurisdiction over thq control and
management of natural resources. The provinces
maintain that section 63 of Bill C-14 should be
deleted, or, at the very least, should not be proclaimed
until the provinces have become convinced of its
necessity. The western provinces also seek
clariûcation of the new Nuclear Control Board's
activities and the composition of the board's
membership

The western provinces also discussed the possibility
that electrical energy may assume a substantial
proportion of Canada's energy demand by the
turn of the century. Since much of Canada's electrical
energJ¡ production may come from fission and
eventually from fusion reactors, the Federal Government, by virtue of its special interest in uranium,
would control alatge part of electrical energy
production. The provinces expressed concern that
33

electrical energy generation, transmission, and
distribution remain within provincial control,
regardless of the type of generation or interconnection
between provinces. They agreed that the provinces
should have some say in site selection and over-all
planning of electric energy generation facilities
within each province, even when those facilities are
based on nuclear energy.

V

3.

The western provinces were consulted just p-rior
to the announcement of the program. In eftect, they
were presented with a program that was a
"faft ãccompli." The nine provincial Energy Ministers
(P.E.I. did not participate) met to discuss the
Canadian Home Insulation Program, September 8,
1977. They issued a communiqué calling for a
federal-provincial meeting "to develop a rwised
approach for home insulation that would be
sensitive to individual provincial needs and concerns."
The Federal Government did not respond to
this request for a meeting; however, it was discussed
at the Federal-Provincial Energy Minister's
Conference, December l, 1977, at the insistence of the
provinces.

Canadian Home fneulation Program (CHIP)

7. Federal Intrusion
The Federal Government announced the Canadian
Home Insulation Program on June 26,1977.
The provinces were advised of the program just prior
to its announcement. The provinces maintain
that this program was established by the Federal
Government without meaningful consultation with the
provinces. The provinces disagreed with the
pre-conditions imposed by the Federal Government
which had to be satisfied by the provincial governments
before residents of their provinces could participate
in a federal program. The provinces were
particularþ concerned since these preconditions
clearly related to areas within provincial jurisdiction,
specifically, housing and highway limits. They also
expressed dissatisfaction regarding certain technical
aspects of the program.
The western provinces reaffirm the concerns regarding
the Canadian Home Insulation Program which
were expressed by the Council of Provincial

Energy Ministers to the Federal-Provincial Energy
Ministers' Conference, December 1,1977. T\e
western provinces recognize that provincial concerns
were alleviated somewhat when the Federal
Government eliminated the preconditions for provincial
involvement. However, they maintain that this
progrÍrm is a classic example of the problems
in attitude, in consultative procedures, and in federal
encroachment into areas of provincial jurisdiction
through the improper use of the federal spending
power.

2, Impact on Províncíal Priorities

and Programs

When the Canadian Home fnsulation Program
was introduced, the \ilestern provinces considered that
the pre-conditions attached to the program to
be intrusions into areas of provincial jurisdiction.
The western provinces felt that the pre-conditions
would have an effect on provincial policy priorities and
planning since the program was developed without
regard for provincial policies on energy
conservation.
34

Degree and Adequacy of Consultation

Since that time, at the Federal-Provincial Housing
Ministers' Conference, January 31 and February 1,
1978, the federal and provincial governments

agreed that the program would be decentralized
and would be handled through each province's
regional office of the Canadian Mortgage and

Housing Corporation.
4.

W estern P rovincíal

Positíon

The western provinces maintain that energy
conservation is primarily a matter of provincial
jurisdiction, interest, and responsibility' since it aflects
matters of real property. Although the provinces
recognize that national energy conservation
programs may be necessary, they consider that such
programs must recognize provincial jurisdiction
and be developed in co-operation with the provinces.
This was not the case with regard to the Canadian
Home Insulation Program since the program
was introduced without prior consultation with the
provinces and encroached on provincial jurisdiction.
the provinces recognize that the Federal Government
has now modified its program to a certain extent
as a result of provincial protests and has dropped the
pre-conditions. They also acknowledge that the
program has been decentralized and will be
handled through each province's regional ofrce of the
Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corporation,
as agreed at the Federal-Provincial Housing Ministers'
Conference, January 31 to February 1,1978.
The provinces point out, however, that certain technical
problems still need to be resolved.

Although the Federal Government has responded
to provincial concerns, the western provinces
considered that the introduction of the Canadian Home
Insulation Program was a classic example of the
Federal Government's insensitivity to provincial
priorities and jurisdiction.

VI
l.

2. Impact on Provincíal

ProposedFederal-ProvincialCommunity
Setvicee Program

Federal Intrusiotts

For over ayeat, through its contacts with certain
provincial ministries and local governments,
ihe Federal Ministry of State for Urban Affairs has
argued for implementation of a new CommunityServíces Program (formerly called the Community
Services Equilization Program) to provide
capiJal grants to provinces and municþalities as
a rèflacement for the Neighbourhood fmprovement
Program, the Water and Sewage Treatmtnt
Program, and the Municipal Incentive Grant
Program.
The new Community Services Program would involve
a number of conditions, including

(ø)

federally defined limits on the use of funds
for various types of community services.

(á)

the necessity of federal approval with respect to
the formulae used bY Provinces for
distributing funds among municipalities,

(c)

federal requirements with respect to long-term
planning for the provision of community
iervices by both the provincial and local
governments,

(d)

certain publicity anangements under which
the Government of Canada could make
unilateral announcements concerning provision
of funds to municipalities for provincially
approved and reviewed expenditures under the
proglam.

Despite general assurances to provincial finance
depärtménts and other central agencies concerned with
buägetary planning that, as late as the fall of.1977,
theré were no formal plans at the federal level
to proceed with negotiations concerning a Community
Services Program, proposals continued to
emanate from the tvtinistry of State for Urban Affairs
to both its provincial counterpart agencies and to
municipal lovernments. The subject was raised at a

Housing Ministers'Conference in Februaryand -

-

has beeã discussed by federal and provincial officials

at several meetings since.

Provincial ministers requested that no federal action
be taken on the plan pending a meeting earþ in

April.
The western provinces are concelned by the Federal
Governmentt failote to recognize and respect the
fundamental jurisdictional principles upon which
federal municipal aid programs must rest'

Policies and Programs

According to federal estimates, the proposed
Community Services Program would represent an
increase of approximately $116 million in federal
grants to all piovincial góvernments in the first year of
õperation of the new program. -At the same time,
lóan assistance would cease' so it is questionable
whether total benefits would change. Federal funds
would cover a range of capital expenditure options,
including debt service charges, but th'eir availability
could leãd to both substantial expectations
among municipalities and potentially burdensome
ongoiãg operating costs for both the provincial
and local governments.
The fact that the Federal Government would be
required to approve provincial formulae for
aflócating federal Community Services Program
funds among local governments could present
a number oiproblems to provinces, particularþ those
which already have various formula arrangements
for distributing grants to municipalities' No change
in the formulifor allocating funds for the
municipalities would be permitted for two years'

By establishing definitions for eligible community
ti*i""t and the nature of eligible expenditures, the
Federal Government would continue to have
an influence on provincial and local priorities'
Similarþ, an intrusion is implicit in the formal¡equirement thäi provìnces and municþalities ^establish
procedurei to develop lolg-term Pl¿¡¡ing for
ihe provision of community servicgq facilitated by the
encõuragement provided by global funding.

Under the proposed Community Services Program
agreements, piovincial governments apparentþ
wpuld be required to undertake not to reduce
assistance levels to municþal governments. While such
reductions might not be intended; they might be
dictated by over-all provincial fiscal policy
considerations and, þerhaps, by unforeseen budgetary
pressnres.

Furthermore, the proposed program's apparent
failure to distinguish matters of uniqud provincial
jurisdiction from matters legitimately negotiable
between the two levels of government is of gtave
concern to the western Provinces.

3. Degree and Adequacy of Consultøtíon
Provincial governments have been consulted to an
extent on the Federal Community Services Program
proposals, but the speed with which the Federal
Government wishes to proceed with the program was a
concern for several provinces. Ministers from
British Columbia, Manitoba, Quebec, and Nova
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Scotia requested special ministerial discussions on the
plan in early April.

A Federal-Provincial Ministers' Conference was
scheduled for just prior to the Western Premiers'
Conference. In addition to covering specific
details of the program, this meeting was expected to
deal with general provincial concerns with respect
to its implications for provincial-municipal relations.

4.

Western Províncíal Positíon

The western provinces believe significant changes
in the proposed Community Services Program are
required before they can reach a decision with
respect to its implementation. These changes could
include the removal of conditions with respect
to the use of federal funds and their allocation among
municipalities in the various provinces.
The western provinces view matters relating to the
internal distribution of municipal grants, the
determination of eligibility for these grants, and the
supervision of municipal spending, as matters
exclusively within the provincial sphere. Therefore,
the scope of future federal-provincial negotiation
should be confined to matters of inter-provincial funds
distribution and broad designation of eligible
spending categories.
The western provinces wish to make clear that in
negotiations which are conducted and in any
agreements which are achieved tfrere must be

full

recognition of provincial jurisdiction in this area.

During the hearings of the Commission on Grain
Handling and Transportation, headed by
Justice Emmet Hall, the railways publicly stated
that they would give the provinces first right-of-refusal
on abandoned rights-of-way. This was in recognition
of western provincial positions that the provinces
were the most appropriate bodies to receive
these lands for ultimate disposition. The Hall
Commission Report recommended that these lands
be transferred to the provincial Crowns at no cost.
Shortly after the release of the Report, the federal
Minister of Transport, Honourable Otto Lang'
indicated that he believed the lands in question should
be transferred to the federal Crown. It is now
clear that the Federal Government intends to take
possession of the lands (surface, mines, and

mineral rights) left by the abandoned rights-of-way.
Under duress, CNR and CPRail entered into an
agreement with the federal Minister of Transport, in
which they agreed to transfer legal title of the
abandoned rights-of-way to the Federal Government
on or after August 5,1978. The agreement
stipulates that rail-lines would be turned over within
eight months of an abandonment order by the
Canadian Transport Commissionlor on the date
specified on the order.

A policy statement outlining the processes by
which the Federal Government would transfer the
lands, which was made public by the federal Minister
of Transport on January 4,'/..978, reads in part:
The following will be given right of first refusal
in the order stated:

VII
!.

Abandoned Rail Rights-of-way

Federal Intrusions

In the near future, a large number of western rail
branch lines will be abandoned. What is at issue here
is whether the federal or provineial governments
will retain ownership of the rights-of-way resulting
from the abandonment of these rail branch lines.
The railways received the rights-of-way in three ways:

(1) Land grants from the Federal Government,
(2) Land grants from provincial governments, and
(3) Purchases by the railways.
Most federal land grants were given for the purpose
of building the main rail-lines, and were ceased
by 1885. Most branch lines were constructed much
late¡ with land grants from the provincial governments.
Land purchases by the railways were also primarily
related to the branch-line construction programs.
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ø)

the Department of Indian and Northern Afiairs
have the right of first refusal to eûsure
that land passing through a reserve, reverts to
the reserve;

will

å) adjacent land owners*;
c) local municipalities.
The western provinces believe that these lands

rightfully belong to the provinces, and that the Federal
Government is intruding into areas of provincial
jurisdiction by providing the federal Minister
of Transport with the final say in ultimate land-use
decisions for the abandoned rights-of-way. The
actions of the Federal Government on this matter, and
the assumption of responsibility by the federal

Minister of Transport, represent a cleat intrusion
into areas of provincial jurisdiction relating to land-use
planning and control.
I Where

a municipality of a province cân úake a good case
for use of a particular parcel of land they may take
priority, at the discretion of the Minister of Transport,

over adjacent lând owners.

2. Impact

on Provincial Policíes and Progratns

These federal actions militate against future land use
planning by the provinces for the abandoned
rights-of-way. Before determining the disposition
of the lands in question,'the provinces want to study
the future uses for the lands. Different provinces
are studying various future uses for these lands,
including use as agricultural land; use as transtrrcrtation,
utility, and recreation corridors; and use as
leasehold property available to adjacent land-owners,
until future uses are determined. Consequently,
federal actions in this matter are regarded as an
intrusion into the provinces' constitutional right to
shape the future courses of land use and

Planning.

3.

Degree and Adequacy ol Consultatíon
The views and intentions of the railways and the
provinces were communicated to both the Hall
Commission and the Federal Government in very
clear terms. However, ndther the provinces nor the
Hall Commission were ever consulted relative
to the position of the Federal Government.
The Federal Government met with associations
representing municipalities regarding the disposition of
abandoned rail rights-of-way on January 25,1978.
At that meeting, the Fede¡al Government proposed a
Land Steering Committee to review claims and
interests for abandoned rail rights-of-way.

It

was made clear at that meeting that the federal

program for the distribution of abandoned
rights-of-way would proceed with or without the
particþation of the provincial governments.

4.

Westem Provincíal Posítìon

Although the western provinces are pursuing different
means to achieve their common

objective-

to acquire ownership of abandoned rail rights-of-waythey have agreed that the following recommendations,
if implemented, would resolve the m¿itter:
(s) Thatthe abandoned rail line rights-of-way be
vested in the provinces:

(å)

That the principle of compensation be recognized

(c)

through federal assistance to the provinces
and municipalities in an attempt to defray the
resulting higher incremental roads costs
that will result from branch-line abandonments:
That an amount equal to five years'taxes on

rail-lines recommended for abandonment

(d)

be made available by the Federal Government
to the affected municipalities, via the provincial
governments; and
Thatrights-of'way be transferred at no cost other
than the cost of transfer of title.

Vm

Trane-Canada Telephone Syetem

Summory-T\e westem provinces are concerned \4'ith
recent indications that the Federal Government
appears to be assuming a regulatory interest in
the operatiotrs, fin¿¡çs5, and practices of constituent
member companies of the Trans-Canada Telephone
System, including provincially owned and regulated
companies. It is a posture which threatens to undermine
provincial decision-making and to diminish control
by provincial telecommunications carriers over
their rate structures.

l.

Federal

Intusion

On November 4,1977, the CRTC reacted to the
Federal Cabinet's decision to vary the commission's
ruling on Telesat Canada by issuing a press release
outlining its position. In this statement, the
will face
commission reiterated its view that it ".
substantial problems in attempting to carry out
effective rate regulation, and in discharging its
obligation to ensure there will be no unjust
discrimination or undue preference" and warned
that ". , given the existence of the agreement, the
commission is convinced that as a minimum, a
tle operations, finances and
practices of TCTS and its individual members will be
required than has ever been the case before."

much fuller review of

This statement would seem to conhrm that the CRTC
intends to assume a regulatory interest over celtâin
aspects of the activities of all members of the
Trans-Canada Telephone System which would include
the provincially owned and regulated prairie
telephone companies, Alberta Government Telephones
(AGT), the Manitoba Telephone System (MTS),
and Saskatchewan Telecommunications (Sask Tel).

2. Impact on Províncíal

Polícíes or Programs

The attitude of the federal regulator seems to belie
the fact that three of the four western provinces
own and regulate telecommunications common carriers
operating within their borders. Actions by the
CRTC aimed at gaining greater control over members
of the Trans-Canada Telephone System will
inevitably involve the regulation of certain aspects of
the finances and operations of these provincially
owned and regulated common carriers. In
this context then, the CRTC posture threatens to
undermine provincial decision-making over
the planning and operation of provincial telecommunications systems and to diminish the control by
provincial telecommunications carriers over
their rate structures which would result in an increase
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conducted. Indeed, for the leasons outlined
above, serious consultation is not feasible' ' Provisions
in draiï federal legislation, BIIIC'24, may, when

in the rates charged to small business, farm, and
residential telephone subscribers.

By exercising jurisdiction over all aspects of their

passed, provide mechanisms whereby efiective
consultation might take Place.

cárriers' operations, western provinces have assured
that high-quality telecommunications services are
delivered to their citizens at fair and reasonable costs.
These standards have been maintained and enhanced

Meanwhile, in the absence of any effective public
dialogue, túe federal regulatory agency continues to
its conceptual framework so as to mandate

through agreements among Trans-Canada
Telephone System members, which in turn have
provided the means for good'quality telecommunications services on regional and national levels. As
signatories to the Trans-Canada Telephone
System connecting agreement, prairie carriers have
been able to offer telephone-users national
telecommunications services as well as to ensure that
revenues derived from these services were equitably
shared by member companies and hence by the
various regions of the country
Under these circumstances, some provincial governments have a major role to play in the planning
of telecommunications within their boundaries. By
having a significant measure of control over all
the revenues earned, as well as the facilities operated,
by their common carriers, provinces are able to
determine the extent and quality of communications
service within their territories.
The only motive for a regulatory initiative by the
CRTC in respect of the signatories of the TransCanada Telephone System connecting agreement
would be to gain the right to determine their
revenue-sharing formula and thereby to efiect the
allocation of revenues among TCTS members.
From the provincial standpoint, however, such an

initiative would undermine constitutional realities and
the practicalities of common carrier regulation
in this country. By severing the regulation of services
and raies from the regulation of facilities, such a
move would threaten to destroy the equilibrium
between provincial responsibility for the operation of
their telecommunications systems and provincial
control over the revenues derivable from the
use of those facilities.

3. Degree and Adequacy of Consultation
As a result of present legislative arrangements, the
CRTC in law and in pmctice is not responsive to
policy directives from the federal Minister, even
when issues with obvious national and intergovernmental consequences are involved. Thus, extensive
consultations with provincial governments generally
on regulatory intentions of the CRTC or more
specifically on the issue of regulation of all members of
the Trans-Canada Telephone System have not been
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"rpuña
its.eff to supervise the conduct of a single national
telecommrinications system. If this conceptual
framework develops without interference, provincial
governments must be prepared for moves.in the
ñrtot" to further centralize regulatory authority
over communications in Canada.

4.

VIlestern Provincial Position
(

1)

The western provinces request th4 the regulatory

a"iivities of the CRTC be confned strictly to the

activities of federally regulafed carriers and not intrude
into the operations of provinciaily regulated
telephone comPanies.

(2) The western provinces recommend ttrat
ministers responsible for communications continue
to pursue means, including new federal legislation,
b established for
whereby meaningful mechanisms
"bo
governprovincial
and
federal
among
consultàtion
ments on matters relating to telecommunication
services

in Canada.

(3) The western provinces believe that all telecommunication services provided by provinciaþ
regulated telecommunication utilities, including those
próvided by means of connecting agreements with
õther car¡iers, should remain under the jurisdiction of
provincial governments. Thus, the western
which
þrovinces disagree with any federal initiatives
imply federal jurisdiction over these services.

IX

Yideo Games

Summary-The western provinces are concerned with
the federal Department of Communications intention to
set standards fõr home TV games under the authority
of the Radio Act. Such standards are considered
to be properly a consumer protection issue, not a matter

relating tõ federal responsibility over radio communication

or television broadcasting

7. Federal Intusíon
On February 22,1978, the federal Department of
Communications announced it was moving to set
technical standards under the Radío Act lor

lÍome TV games. The departrnent has already issued
a circular setting out recommended standards
for these units, even thougb they do not involve radio
communication or broadcasting in the conventional
sense.

Impact on Províncíal Policíes or Prograttw
Home TV or video games are electronic devices
which when wired directþ to a television set
are prograrnmed to permit the user(s) to play

simulated'þing-pong," hockey, target-shooting, and
other þames. The federal department claims that
close to half a million such devices are in use in
Canada and argues that certain technical impairmeots
from tlese games can cause radio interference
harmful to radiocommunications and broadcasting.
Video games are sold and operated as units
separate from the television set and, since they are
wired to the TV directln do not utilize radio
communication as defined in existing legis'l¿1is¡.
Consequentl¡ video games do not appear to qualify
as "radio apparatus" under the Rad.io Act. Howevet,
under subparagraph 6 (t) (b) (ü) of the Act,
the federal Governor in Council can regulate the use
of any equipment causing or liable to cause radio
interfereñcé. Nevertheless, it is questionable at this
point whether the standards in question pertain
þrimarily to the federal power over radiocommunication or whether they are more properþ a cotrsumer
protection mer¡sure. If consumer protectiol is
învolved, then national standa¡ds for these devices

or should regulate what we can term the 'ohome
entertainmeñt" sector is problematic. It would
certainly be inappropriate, however, for this freld to
be regulated as somehow attached or ancillary

to anlntirely separate area of activity' such as radio
communicaúonõr broadcasting. The technical
concenu involved do not at this stage warrant tlte
wielding of the federal radio broadcasting powers
suggesting an exclusivity and perv-asity of regulatory
int-erest entirety inappropriate to the matter in
question. proíinciat governments may well have
i'nterests, e.g., from thé consumer standpoint, in this
area and thése interests must be respected

a single level of
government to take steps unilaterally to move into
íhe "home entertainment" field. Using powers to do
this which, under the Radìo Act, ate exclusive
to the Federal Government and acting in the absence
of formal consultation with provincial governments
is particularþ unfortunate.

In short, it is ill-adi'ised for

3. Degree and Ad.equacy of Consaltatíon
It appears that little or no consultation took place

witñ èither provincial communications or consumer
affairs representatives.

4. Western

(1)

should be developed and enforced according to
existing practices of federal and provincial consumer
affairs deparhents.

Provincial concerns from a longer term perspective
revolve around the fact that video games are only one
of several electronic devices which, when
connected with household television sets, can
be used for home entertainment or informational
purposes. The extent to which any governÍrents can

if

wasteful and costþ duplication of administrative effort
is to be avoided.

Províncíal Posítíon

The westem provinces oppose the enforcement

of standards for video games under the
federal Radío Act and suggest instead that normal

(2)

consumer standards procedures be followed
i¡ þ¿¡dling these devices.
Since the setting of standards for video
games will have implications for the handling

of other electronic equipment connecting
with household television sets, the westem
provinces request full consultation between
federal and provincial governments on this issue.
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Part IV Mechanisms
The Task Force recognizes not only the need to
address specific areas of intrusion such as those identifred
to date but also to consider an appropriate mechanism
to prevent or lessen such intrusions in the future.
These matters were addressed at a meeting of federal
and provincial officials that took place in Vancouver

on February 28 and March 1.

Following the meeting, Marcel Massé, Deputy Secretary
of the Cabinet for Federal-Provincial Relations,
forwarded to Melvin H. Smith, Deputy Minister
(Constitutional Affairs), Office of the Premier of British
Columbia, a preliminary draft of possible consultative
mechanisms with the ìilestern provinces for
improving federal-provincial relations.
The attached draft was sent on the understanding
that it be considered only as a basis for future discussions
and is not to be taken as the position of the Government of
Canada on the subject.

On the provincial side, similar questions should be
consideied by provincial officials in the preparation of
provincial policy and program proposals.

FPRO opportunities for intervention in the policy
formulation process were described as follows:

(1)

committee basis:

(2)

PnovrNcrer- RnrerroNs

Improved mechanisms should be devised
(1) to head off future federal-provincial frictions,
duplication, and possible constitutional
intrusions; and

(2)

federal-provincial difficulties are contemplated in

(3)

.

(e,) Mechanisms to Head Off Federal'Provincial
Problems

FPRO should expand and intensify its review of
federal policy and program proposals in their earþ
stages of development in order to identify, and
warn line departments of, potential federal-provincial
problems and to ensure that the departments concerned,

in each case, ask themselves
(1) is the p¡oposed policy or program constitutional?

(2) will it duplicate,

overlap, or conflict with
provincial programs already in place?
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Minister of State for Federal-Provincial
Relations can review problem with his colleague
from the line department bffore Cabinet
document is finalized or before document is
considered by a Cabinet committee:

(4)

Minister of State could also intervene at
Cabinet committee level; and

(5)

at Cabinet discussion of an issue.

(It is clear that interventions along the lines outlined
above can only be undertaken if FPRO has the
facts and the capacity to make informed judgments,
i.e., in substantive terms, in terms of provincial
reactions, ând the legitimacy of such reactions.)

to deal with problems and grievances once
they have occurred.

(3)

FPRO Assistant Secretary or Deputy Secretary
to Cabinet can intervene at A/DM-DM
level with line department if discussions as per
( 1 ) do not resolve problems, or if serious

work which has arrived at an advanced
stage without previous consultation with FPRO:

DRAFT
Possrnr,r CoNsur,r¡,rrvr M¡cneNrsus Wrr¡r tnB
Wrsr¿nN PnovrNcns ro hvrpnovr Frnnnar-

FPRO desk officers discuss policy proposals,
at the developmental stage, with line department officials, either on a bilateral or interdepartmental

what will be required to ensure adequate
consultation with the provinces?

(a)

Mechanisms to Deal With Problems Once They
Have Occurred

The following suggested consultative arrangements
could be contemplated:

(1) A federal-provincial (western)

group of
intergovernmental afiairs officials to meet
periodically to

(a) review progress on existing issues;
(b) identify and, if possible, decide (with line
departments) on action to forestall the
emergence of new problems; and

(c) report to ministers as deemed appropriate

or necessary (Mr. Lalonde and provincial

counterparts).

(2)
-

A federal-provincial (western) intergovernmental
aftairs group supplemented by line departrnent

officials as appropriate to
(a) get facts where they are incomplete or in
dispute;
(å) identify and explore differences where
these are matters of principle; and
(c) where appropriate, take action to get
differences in principle discussed at the
ministerial level, i.e., Mr. Lalonde and his
western counterpalts.

(3) 'Ministers'group (Mr. Lalonde

Guídelines to lrnprove Handlíng oÍ Federal-Proviræíal
Issues Slwutd Be GivenFurther Studies
These guidelines would most probably include the

following:

(1)

Responsibility for negotiations and accommodating to problems would remain with the
substantive federal and provincial departments
concerned; and

(2)
' '

Intergovernmental affairs officials of one' order
of goletnment would not deal with line

with their (federal and/or provincial)

department officials of the other level of
government except in those cases where both
órders of government were represented by
substantive as well as intergovernmental aftairs

colleagues as appropriate.

officials.

and counterparts)
to oversee work of officials, to receive
recommendations from them, and to intervene
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Part

V

Communiqué and Lemer of Transmittal
to the Prime Minister

WESTERN PREMIERS' CONFERENCE

.

Yorkton, Saskatchewan

Apnl14,1978
R:e: Second Report oÍ the lYestern Premíers' Task Force

'

on Constitutional Trends

developments that have taken place since t}re release
of the First Report and proposals for a mechanism
to lessen such intrusions in the future' The Premiers
noted that some progress has been seen in certain areas,
while problems continue to exist in others.

The western Premiers noted with regret that the Second
Task Force Report identifies nine new subjects
emerging over the past year which the Task Force perceives

conference, in ltday 1'977, tle western
Premiers received and considered the First Report of the
Western Premiers' Task Force on Constitutional
Trends. It contained a detailed inventory of federal
legislative moves into areas of provincial jurisdiction in

At last year's

the following policy areas:

to be matters of fedêral intrusion. These are:
Proposed Federal Transportation of Dangerous
Goods Act.
Proposed Canadian Transportation Accident
Investigation Commission.

Consumer and corporate affairs.

Amendments to the Fishertes Act.

Nonrenewable and renewable resources.

Nuclear Control qnd Admínistratíon Act,

Housing, urban affairs, and land use.

Canadian Home Insulation Proþam.

Economic development.

Community Services Program.

Communications.

Abandoned rail rights-of-way.

Manpower, trgining, and labour.

Trans-Canada Telephone System.

Adåinistration of justice; and

É[ome

fnterventions by the Federal Government before the
Supreme Court of Canada.
The present members of the Task Force are the
Honourable K. Rafe Mair, Minister of Consumer and
Corporate Affairs, British Columbia, Chairman;
the Honourable Lou Hyndman, Alberta Minister of
Federal and Intergovernmental Affairs; the Honourable
Roy Romanow, Saskatchewan Attorney-General;
and the Honourable Edward R. McGill, Manitoba
Minister of Consumer, Corporate and Internal Services.

TV

games.

Since the preparation of the Second Report, the western
Premiers have identiûed with concern two other
federal intrusions of major significance-fust, the

distortion of provincial budgetary processes and priorities
through the federal Minister of Finance's recent
moves into the field of provincial sales tax; second,
certain aspects of the recently introduced Canada
Referendum Bill. Both of these subjects are dealt with
more fully in Separate communiqués.

Over the course of the year the Task Force has met and
officials of the four rilestern governments have
conducted follow-up discussions with federal officials
concerning the specific issues identified in the First Report.
They have also considered mechanisms which might
be established to lessen federal constitutional intrusions,

The western Premiers also expressed concern over the
application by CN-CP before the Canadian RadioTelevision and Telecommunication Commission to use
the Bell Telephone network to provide competing
telecommunications services in the same area as the
telephone carriers. Should this application be successful,
it would have severe effects on small business, farm,
and residential subscribers of the provincial telephone

duplication, and federal-provincial friction in the

companies.

future.

The western Premiers elpressed the hope that, just as
the First Report and the follow-up process it generated has
contributed to a heightened awareness and sensitivity

Today the western Premieis considered the Second
Report of the Task Force containing a status report on
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to the concerns it expressed, the Second Report would
maintain that process ând augment the momentum
toward a resolution of certain current federal-provincial
tensions. The western Premiers agrced that a federalprovincial mechanism is essential and have instructed the
Task Force to give particular attention to this matter
in the irear future.

Pre,nier William Bennett of British Columbia, on behalf
of the western Premiers, has forwarded a copy of
the Second Report to the Prime Minister of Canada
calling for an ðarþ meeting betwee¡ t49 Minister of State
for Fe?eral-Provincial Relations, the Honourable
Marc Lalonde, and provincial ministers to continue efforts
to resolve the concerns identified to date.
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Province of British Columbia
OFFICE OF THE PREMIER

Yorkton, Saskatchewan

April t4, t97B
The Right Honourable pierre E. Trudeau, p.C.,
e.C.
Prime Minister of Canada
Ottawa, Ontario

My Dear Prime Minister:

on behalf of the Weste¡n Premiers

assembled at their Annual Conference in yorkton,
r am forwarding herewith a copy of the "second Report of the
western Premiers'Task ForcJon constitutioïal rrends".
*ou øu recatt
t. vou rhe First Report of rhe Task Force fonowing upon the western
*:11^t:lyl9:1
rremlers' Uontêrence at Brandon, Manitoba last May.
s-askatchewan,

The western Premiers, are pleased to see that, over
the course of the year,
f-ollow-up discussions b.etwèen Federal and western ptonir"iáigooernment
officials índicatç
some of. the sixty-one items outlined in the report t uu" ü."î
resolved.
f.at
utners remain outstanding. Y_ou will see, howevei, that the
Second Report identifies
what are perceived to be new Fede¡al intrusions trrãt rrã""-iát*
pru." '
over the course of ,the year.

\

govþysly there is much more
to be done to prevent and to resolve these kind of concerns.
The western Premiers would hope that continuing-enorts
can ùi made by oot !oo.Ã-"ot, to
address-the speciûc concerns identine¿ to date and also
to consider further what
mechanÍsms might be put in place to prevent or lessen
such intrusions in the future.
Accordingly,-?n-egly}qtti-og betyein your Minister of state
for Federal-provincial Relations,
the Honourable Marc Lalondé, and the Þrovincial Task
Force Ministers to furthei
address these matters, would be welcomed.

I am fo-rwarding copies of the S_econd Report to all provincial p¡emiers and
released to the public here at yorkton.

it is being

I look forward to hearing from you soon.
Yours verytruly,
W. R. Bennett
Premier of British Columbia

cc: Honourable Marc Lalonde

Parliament Buildings, Victoria, British Columbia VgV
4Rg
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